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Great apps drivers can use
[LSYWI;E^IGEREGXMZIP]VITSVXEGGMHIRXWERH½RHXLI
PIEWXI\TIRWMZIKEWTVMGIWTSWXIHF]JIPPS[HVMZIVWMRXLIMV
community.
· GasBuddy:While fuel prices dipped in late 2014 and
stayed low into 2015, today’s drivers are still conditioned to
½RHXLIQSWXEJJSVHEFPIKEWTVMGIWEVSYRH8LI+EW&YHH]
app makes it easy to do just that, as users can share gas prices in their community, which fellow drivers can then peruse
XS½RHXLIQSWXEJJSVHEFPI½PPMRKWXEXMSRWEPSRKXLIMVHVMZMRK
routes. Drivers can even enter their city, ZIP code or postal
GSHIXS½RHXLIGLIETIWXKEWMRXLIMVZMGMRMX]

Smartphones are a convenient tool that few people can
now imagine living without. Smartphone-toting moms and
dads know they always have a camera on hand to take
quick snaps of their youngsters, while foodies rely on their
WQEVXTLSRIWXS½RHRIEVF]VIWXEYVERXWSVVIEHVIZMI[WSJ
IEXIVMIW[LMPISYXSRXLIXS[R&YXHVMZIVWEPWSGERFIRI½X
from smartphones thanks to the following apps.
· Waze: Commuters who download Waze to their smartphones may wonder how they ever navigated their daily
XVIOWXSXLISJ½GI[MXLSYXXLMWYWIJYPETT[LMGLEPPS[WHVMZIVWXSWLEVIVIEPXMQIXVEJ½GERHVSEHMRJSVQEXMSR[MXLXLIMV
fellow motorists. Drivers can use Waze to save time and
gas money and make their commutes less stressful. Drivers

ø%%%1SFMPI %%%QIQFIVWGERYWIXLI%%%1SFMPI
app to access AAA services on their smartphones. Such
WIVZMGIWMRGPYHIXVMTTPERRMRKQIQFIVHMWGSYRXWERH
VSEHWMHIEWWMWXERGI8LIETTEPWSMRGPYHIWEQSFMPIZIVWMSR
SJXLIQSXSVGPYF´WTSTYPEV8VMT8MO8VEZIP4PERRIV[LMGL
QEOIWMXIEW]JSVWQEVXTLSRIYWIVWXS½RHGPYFETTVSZIH
hotels, restaurants and attractions. Drivers can even create
ERHWLEVIXVMTMXMRIVEVMIWFIX[IIRXLIMVHIWOXSTERHQSFMPI
devices.
· Insurance: Nearly every auto insurance provider now
SJJIVWMXWS[RQSFMPIETTXSTSPMG]LSPHIVW7YGLETTWQE]
EPPS[HVMZIVWXSTE]XLIMVFMPPWZMI[XLIMVMRWYVERGIMHIRXM½GEXMSRGEVHWTIVYWIXLIMVTSPMGMIWEVVERKIJSVVSEHWMHI
EWWMWXERGIERHVITSVXGPEMQWEQSRKSXLIVXLMRKW8LIWIETTW
TYX]SYVEYXSMRWYVERGITVSZMHIVEX]SYV½RKIVXMTWERHGER
make it much easier to manage your policy.T

Simple defensive driving techniques anyone can employ

Driving defensively is a
great way for motorists to
reduce their risks of accident, maintain their vehicles
over the long haul and
save money on their auto
insurance.
No driver wants to make
roads less safe, and many
may just need to reacquaint themselves with the
following defensive driving
techniques they learned way
FEGO[LIRXLI]½VWXWXEVXIH
driving as teenagers.
· Avoid distractions. Older drivers didn’t have too
many things to distract them
JVSQXLIVSEHFYXRS[E-

days it’s easy to
FIHMWXVEGXIH
whether you’re
driving alone
on an empty
road or sitting in
VYWLLSYVXVEJ½G
with dozens
of your fellow
commuters.
8LEX´WFIGEYWI
today’s vehicles
QE]FIIUYMTTIH
with televisions,
smartphone
hookups and
high-quality
sound systems
that can take
drivers’ attention
away from the
road. When
KIXXMRKFILMRHXLI[LIIP
keep your stereo speakers
low and turn off all of your
devices while driving.
ø(SR´XFIMRWYGLELYVV]
Perhaps the most effective
defensive driving technique
is to slow down when on
the road. Making a conscious
effort to slow down, even if
you are a few minutes late
for work or running late for
an appointment, can mean
XLIHMJJIVIRGIFIX[IIR
getting into an accident or
staying safe on the road. If
you know you are running
late, don’t try to compenWEXIF]HVMZMRKJEWX-RWXIEH

call ahead to let whoever
QMKLXFI[EMXMRKJSV]SY
ORS[XLEX]SY[MPPFIEJI[
minutes late.

FIKMRXSHVMZIIVVEXMGEPP]EW
a result. Stay in one lane as
PSRKEWTSWWMFPIERHSRP]
pass cars on the left.

· Don’t lane hop. Frequent
W[MXGLMRKFIX[IIRPERIW
can make other drivers
nervous, increasing the risk
of an accident. In addition,
sudden or frequent lane
GLERKIWGERQEOIMXHMJ½GYPX
for drivers to maintain their
focus on the road and see
more than a few cars ahead
of them. Drivers who have
FIIRSRXLIVSEHJSVEPSRK
XMQIQE]JIIPGSR½HIRX
MRXLIMVEFMPMXMIWXSUYMGOP]
W[MXGLFIX[IIRPERIWFYX
JIPPS[QSXSVMWXWQE]½RH
such shifting distracting and

· Don’t respond to aggressive drivers. If a fellow driver
is driving aggressively, slow
down and let them pass or
pull over and let them get
JEVE[E]JVSQ]SYFIJSVI
you return to the roadway.

Now...

Defensive driving techniques reduce the risk of
accidents and help to keep
cars running strong over the
PSRKLEYP(VMZIVWGERFIRI½XJVSQTIVMSHMGEPP]VIZMWMXMRK
such techniques and practicing them on roadways. T

U-PULL-IT
PARTS
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$
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Sat. 8 to 11:30

RUBICON RECYCLING
7895 Tannery Rd., Rome, NY
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7KHEHQHÀWVWRFDUORDQSUHDSSURYDO
Smooth out the negotiation process
When purchasing a new
vehicle, many people choose
XS½RERGIXLIMVTYVGLEWIW
Much like buying a house,
½RERGMRKEZILMGPIVIUYMVIW
buyers to produce a down
payment and then make
monthly payments on the
vehicle until the balance of
the loan has been repaid in
JYPP*MRERGMRKMWEQYWXJSV
many consumers, who oth-

erwise could not afford to
purchase a new or reliable
TVIS[RIHZILMGPI %RHNYWX
like prospective homeownIVWGERFIRI½XJVSQFIMRK
preapproved for loans before they begin searching for
a new home, auto buyers
EPWSFIRI½XMRZEVMSYW[E]W
from getting preapproved
for a car loan before they
begin their search for their

RI\XWIXSJ[LIIPW
· Preapproval smooths out
XLIRIKSXMEXMSRTVSGIWW*I[
TISTPIIRNS]LEKKPMRK[MXL
car salesmen over the price
of a new or preowned vehicle, and that process is even
QSVIHMJ½GYPX[LIRFY]IVW
aren’t entirely sure of how
much money they have to
WTIRH;LIR½RERGMRK]SYV

vehicle with a preapproved
loan, however, the process
of negotiation can go much
more smoothly, as you and
the salesman know you
only have a predetermined
EQSYRXSJQSRI]XSWTIRH
%WOXLITVMGIXSKIXXLIGEV
off the lot, and then you can
negotiate from there if you
JIIPMXRIGIWWEV]
· Preapproval cuts back on
XMQIWTIRXEXXLIHIEPIVWLMT
%GEVHIEPIVWLMT´W½RERGI
ERHMRWYVERGISJ½GIMW
where buyers sit once they
have told the salesman
they want to buy the car
ERH½RERGIXLIMVTYVGLEWI
Those who have not been
preapproved often must
sit through a sales pitch in
XLMWSJ½GISVWMXTEXMIRXP]
as the salesman goes back
ERHJSVXL[MXLXLI½RERGI
manager as you negotiate
XLI½REPGSWXSJXLIZILMGPI
However, when you have
been preapproved for a
loan, no such back and forth
needs to take place, and you
can cite your preapproval

as a reason you don’t want
to commit to the extra
add-ons that many dealers
EXXIQTXXSWIPPXLIMVFY]IVW
· Preapproval means the car
is yours when you take it off
XLIPSX(IEPIVWEVIWSQIXMQIWXSSUYMGOXSTYXOI]W
in a buyer’s hand, and buyers

with poor credit sometimes
are allowed to drive a car
SJJXLIPSXSRP]XS½RHSYX
days later that the lender
VINIGXIHXLIMVETTPMGEXMSREX
which time they must return
the vehicle or return to the
dealership to apply for a
new loan, which will almost
certainly come with a higher
MRXIVIWXVEXI4VIETTVSZEP
allows buyers to avoid this
frustrating and sometimes
IQFEVVEWWMRKTVSGIWW
· Preapproval reduces the
VMWOXLEX]SY[MPPSZIVWTIRH
Many a new or preowned
car buyer has fallen in love
with a vehicle and spent
more than they should have
XSQEOIXLIGEVXLIMVS[R
Preapproval greatly reduces
the chances of this happening, as you know before you
begin your search that your
lender will only approve a
PSERJSVWSQYGLQSRI]
This can help buyers stick to
a budget and avoid buying a
GEVXLI]GER´XEJJSVH T

Boulevard Trailers, Inc.
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7KH5HOXFWDQW2XWGRRUVPDQÀVKLQJ
By Al Dorantes
Out of all the outdoor
EGXMZMXMIW-XLMRO-LEXI½WLMRK
the most. The reason I
hate it so much, I think, is
because I have never been,
and probably never will be,
as successful as my 7 year
old self was. That 7 year
SPH[IRX½WLMRKSRGIERH-
GEYKLXXVSYXERHEWYR½WL
-LEZIRSXGEYKLXER]XLMRK
since, unless you count a
cold. Knots, broken reels,
and mosquito bites are just

FSRYWVIEWSRW-LEXI½WLMRK
-VIQIQFIVKSMRK½WLMRK
with my father back in the
olden days. We would
KEXLIVYTEPPXLIKIEVTSPIW
lures, tackle box, hooks, and
sinkers and we would toss
that all into the back of the
truck. We would venture off
XSWIGVIX½WLMRKLSPIW[MXL
XLI½WLMRKKIEVVEXXPMRKMR
the bed of the truck.
Every excursion included
EWXSTEXXLIPSGEPKIRIVEP
store. This was in the

2005 Ford F250 SD
with Free Boss
V-Blade
Snow Plow
($3,500 value)

100% Guaranteed Financing
2012 Ford Mustang Convertible

Call Today 315-292-8181
YorkvillePreOwned.net

60 Main St., Yorkville, NY 13495

laid out our snacks and
KSXVIEH]XS½WL[LIRQ]
HEYKLXIV.YPMIEWOIH±(EH
[LIVIEVIXLI½WLMRKTSPIW#²

days before cookie cutter
convenience stores on every
GSVRIVERHWIVZMGI
Inside the store we would
load up on soda, chips, and
of course worms. The soda
FSXXPIWFEGOXLIRKPEWW
bottles, had their labels
printed on thin Styrofoam.
The worms came in a little
Styrofoam tub too. Most of
the candy came from the
*IVVEVE'ERH]'SQTER]
Lemonheads, Alexander the
Grape, and Atomic Fireballs.

Back into the truck and
FEGOXSXLIWTSVXMRKKSSHW
store we went. When
[IKSXXLIVIXLIWMKR
informed us that they were
closed. My truck found its
[E]XS;EP1EVX-RWMHI-
WGSYVIHXLIWTSVXMRKKSSHW
section and found a couple
½WLMRKTSPIW 8LI][IVI
7LEOIWTIEVIFIKMRRIVOMXW
%PP-RIIHIHXSKS½WLMRK
I\GITXXLI[SVQTSPIVIIP
line, and hooks. The only
problem was the fact that
XLI][IVITMRO&EVFMI½WLMRK
poles.

2SWXEPKMEMWXVSYFPI
2SWXEPKMEMW[LEXKIXWYW
PSSOMRKYTSPH¾EQIWSV
XVEGOMRKHS[RGPEWWQEXIW
on Facebook. It also led
QIHS[REKEVHIRTEXLSJ
XLMROMRK-GSYPHVIGVIEXIQ]
ERKPMRKEHZIRXYVIW[MXLQ]
own kids.
8LI½VWXWXITMRQ]½WLMRK
SH]WWI]MWSFXEMRMRKE½WLMRK
license. In New York State
]SYRIIHE½WLMRKPMGIRWIMJ
you are over 16. Since I am
RSPSRKIV-LEHXSTSR]
YTXSKIXXLIPMGIRWI
Thankfully my kids are
]SYRKIVXLER-J]SYEVI
SZIVERHWXMPP[ERXXS½WL
the permit fee is reduced
XS =SYRIIHE½WLMRK
PMGIRWIMJ]SYEVIKSMRKXS
FI½WLMRKJSVJVIWL[EXIV½WL
F]ERKPMRKWTIEVMRKLSSOMRK
PSRKFS[ERHXMTYTW*VSKW
are included too. You need
EPMGIRWIMJ]SYEVIKSMRKXS
spear, catch by hands, hook,
SVF]YWMRKEGPYF PIX’s hope
]SYRIZIVVYRMRXSEJVSK
XLEXVIUYMVIWYWMRKEGPYFXS

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498

The Reluctant Outdoorsman tries out his new fishing gear!
GEXGL *VIWL[EXIVFEMX½WL
for personal use will also
require a license.
I went down to my local
WTSVXMRKKSSHWWXSVIERH
TPYROIHHS[RQ]
bucks. The clerk asked for
my driver’s license. For a
½WLMRKPMGIRWI#,IWGERRIH
the driver’s license into the
computer and after couple
keystrokes out popped a
½WLMRKPMGIRWI
I went home, picked up the
OMHWXLVI[EGSYTPIKEPPSR
FYGOIXWXSWMXSR -LEZI
XLIQP]MRKEVSYRHJVSQ
KSPHTERRMRK MRXSXLIXVYGO
and drove to the nearest
convenience store. We
PSEHIHYTSRWREGOWGLMTW
candy, beef jerky, and soda. I
FSYKLXWSQI[SVQWJVSQE
ZIRHMRKQEGLMRIXLEXXSSO
Q]GVIHMXGEVH 8IGLRSPSK]
My son even loaded a
½WLMRKETTSRXSLMWTLSRI
The app was supposed to
KMZI]SYPSGEXMSRWJSVKSSH
½WLMRKLSPIWFEWIHSRWSQI
WSVXSJEPKSVMXLQERH+47
data.
The app did not have
ER]XLMRKRIEVF]WS-HVSZI
YWXSSRISJXLSWIRSWXEPKMG
WTSXWJVSQQ]GLMPHLSSH
Lock 17 in little falls. Besides
FIMRKXLIXEPPIWXPSGOMRXLI

NYS Canal System it is also
ETVIXX]HIGIRX½WLMRKWTSX
8LIVIMWEPEVKITEVOMRKEVIE
and all the concrete and
metal of the lock means
XLEXXVSQTMRKEGVSWW½IPHW
XLVSYKLFVYWLSV[ERHIVMRK
XLVSYKL[IIHWMWRSX
necessary.

We made it back to Lock
17 with just a little bit of
HE]PMKLXPIJX ;IHVSTTIH
our lines into the water and
waited. The kids quickly
became more interested
MRWREGOW&IJSVIPSRKXLI]
[IVIFEMXMRKXLIMVLSSOW
[MXLKYQQ]FIEVW&]
the time the mosquitoes
WXEVXIHFMXMRK[ILEHGEYKLX
RSXLMRK2SXIZIREGSPH-
FPEQIQ]WIPJ-EQE½WLMRK
NMR\-RXLIIRHRSWXEPKME
won. The snacks still tasted
EWKSSHEW-VIQIQFIVIH
8LIOMHWLEHEKVIEXXMQI
and that was a decent haul
JSVERIZIRMRKSJ½WLMRK
6EXMRKSREHMJ½GYPX]WGEPI
SJXLMWEHZIRXYVI[EW

Having a license denotes some sort of professionalism.

The kids piled out of the
XVYGO ;IKVEFFIHXLI
buckets and the tackle box
and walked closer to the
east end of the lock. We
found a nice spot to sit,

a 3. The hardest part was
FIMRKTEXMIRXERH[EMXMRKJSV
XLI½WLXSFMXI(S]SYVWIPJ
a favor and take your kids
½WLMRK T
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“Revolutionary” Works

by 19th-Century French Impressionist Artists Come to MWPAI
By Pat Malin

+IRIVEPEHQMWWMSRXSXLII\LMFMXMSRMWERHJSVWXYHIRXW'LMPHVIRERH]SYRKIVERH1;4%-QIQFIVWEVI
JVII+YMHIHXSYVWEVILIPH;IHRIWHE]WERH7EXYVHE]WEX
TQERH*VMHE]WEXERHTQ

*I[TISTPIVIEPM^IXLIVI[EWEWIGSRH*VIRGL±VIZSPYXMSR²
FIKMRRMRKMRXLIW3RP]XLMWXMQIXLIJVIIHSQSJI\TVIWWMSRSVMKMREXIH[MXLEKVSYTSJEVXMWXWHMWGSRXIRXIH[MXL
EREYXLSVMXEVMERWXEXYWUYS´WSTMRMSRWSJ[LEXGSRWXMXYXIH
art.
8LIWIQEPGSRXIRXWPIHF]'PEYHI1SRIX4MIVVI%YKYWXI
6IRSMV,IRVM1EXMWWIERHSXLIVWWTVIEHXLIMVSYXVEKISYWP]MRRSZEXMZIXIGLRMUYIWEGVSWWXLITSRHXS%QIVMGEPEWXMRK
MRXSXLIXLGIRXYV]ERHMR¾YIRGMRKPEXIVKIRIVEXMSRWSJ
EFWXVEGXEVXMWXW

3VMKMREP[SVOWSJEVXF]XLII\GMXMRK-QTVIWWMSRMWXWLEZI
GSQIXSGIRXVEP2I[=SVOERHEVISRZMI[EX1YRWSR;MPPMEQW4VSGXSV%VXW-RWXMXYXIMR9XMGEJVSQ1E]XS2SZ
1SRIXXS1EXMWWI8LI%KISJ*VIRGL-QTVIWWMSRMWQMW
I\TIGXIHXSFIEQEKRIXJSVZMWMXSVWJVSQJEVERH[MHIERH
GSYPHFISRISJXLIQYWIYQ´WFMKKIWXWLS[WSJEPPXMQI
8LIWLS[JIEXYVIWQSVIXLERTEMRXMRKWERHTEWXIP
HVE[MRKWJVSQXLIVIRS[RIHGSPPIGXMSRSJXLI(M\SR+EPPIV]ERH+EVHIRWMR1IQTLMW8IRRIWWII

Edgar Degas (19 July 1834 – 27 September 1917), was a French artist
famous for his work in painting, sculpture, printmaking and drawing.
He is regarded as one of the founders of Impressionism although he
rejected the term, and preferred to be called a realist.
%RI[[EZISJTEMRXMRKWERHHVE[MRKW[IVIGVIEXIHIR
TPIMREMVSVHMVIGXP]JVSQSYXHSSVWIXXMRKWWYGLEW1SRIX´W
4SVXSJ(MITTI)ZIRMRK  
*SVWYFNIGXQEXXIVXLI-QTVIWWMSRMWXWTEMHLIIHXSXLI
GLERKMRKXMQIWERHJIPXGSQTIPPIHXSHITEVXJVSQXLIXVEHMXMSREPMRSXLIV[E]W8LI]SJXIRTSVXVE]IHXLI[SVOMRKGPEWW
WYGLEW8SYPSYWI0EYXVIG´WWLS[KMVPWERHXLIYRKPEQSVSYW
WXVIIXPMJIWYVVSYRHMRK4EVMWMERGEJIW

*SVXLI½VWXXMQIMR1;4%-´W]IEVLMWXSV]MXLEWLSWXIH
EWLS[SR-QTVIWWMSRMWQ8LIWM^IWGSTIERHGSWXSJXLI
I\LMFMXMSREVIMRHIIHMQTVIWWMZIEGGSVHMRKXSQYWIYQ
GYVEXSV%RRE(´%QFVSWMS
8LII\LMFMXMSRMRGPYHIWPERHWGETIWTSVXVEMXWMRXIVMSVWERH
WXMPPPMJIWF]PIEHIVWSJ*VIRGL-QTVIWWMSRMWQ)HKEV(IKEW
&IVXLI1SVMWSX'EQMPPI4MWWEVVS,IRVMHI8SYPSYWI0EYXVIG
ERH%PJVIH7MWPI]MREHHMXMSRXS%QIVMGERW1EV]'EWWEXX
ERH.SLR7MRKIV7EVKIRX1ENSVTEMRXMRKWF]4EYP'q^ERRI
4EYP+EYKYMRERH+ISVKIW&VEUYIXLITSWX-QTVIWWMSRMWXW
GSQTPIXIXLII\LMFMXMSR
8SHE][LIR]SYZMI[XLIKVEGIERHEXLPIXMGMWQSJ(IKEW´W
FEPPIXHERGIVWSV1SRIX´WLE^]PERHWGETIWJX´WLEVHXSFIPMIZIMQTVIWWMSRMWQ[EWFSVRJVSQXLIXLVSIWSJVINIGXMSR
-RXLI*VIRGL7EPSR[LMGL[EWXLIEVFMXIVSJEVXMR
XLIPEXIXLGIRXYV]VINIGXIHEVX[SVOWF]ERYQFIVSJ
JVIWLIQIVKMRKEVXMWXWWYGLEW1SRIX4MWWEVVS6IRSMVERH
7MWPI]8LIVEHMGEPIRXVITVIRIYVWQER]SJ[LSQ[IVIMR
XLIMVW[IRXSRXSJSYRHXLIMVS[RI\LMFMXMSRERHMREHZIVXIRXP]TEZIHXLI[E]JSVQSHIVREVX
(´%QFVSWMSRSXIHXLEX*VIRGLWSGMIX]MRXLIW[EW
YRHIVKSMRKEWSGMEPYTLIEZEPIUYMZEPIRXXSXLIIEVPMIV*VIRGL
6IZSPYXMSR8LIGSYRXV][EWHIJIEXIHHIQSVEPM^IHERH
IGSRSQMGEPP]HITVIWWIHJSPPS[MRKXLI*VERGS4VYWWMER;EV
[LMPISYXSRXLIWXVIIXWERIQIVKMRK[SVOMRKGPEWW[EW
WXVYKKPMRKXSQIIXXLIHIQERHWSJXLIMRHYWXVMEPEKI

-RXIVIWXMRKP]QER]SJXLI-QTVIWWMSRMWXW[IVIXVEMRIHMR
GPEWWMGEPQIXLSHWSJTEMRXMRKWEMH(´%QFVSWMSWSRSSRI
VIEPP]ORS[W[L]XLI]HIGMHIHXSGSQTPIXIP]SZIVXLVS[XLI
SPHVIKMQI
.YWXEWXLI-QTVIWWMSRMWXWLEHEREFVYTXHITEVXYVIJVSQ
XLIMVTVIHIGIWWSVWWYGLEW6IQFVERHXXLI][IVIWYGGIIHIH
F]QSVIYRGSRZIRXMSREPEVXMWXWMRXLIPEXIXLERHIEVP]
XLGIRXYV]IWTIGMEPP]:ER+SKL1EVG'LEKEPPERH4EFPS
4MGEWWS

Historians tell us the French Revolution lasted from 1789ERH[EWMR¾YIRGIHMRTEVXF]SYVS[R%QIVMGER6IZolution a few decades earlier. Both events stemmed from a
RIIHXSXLVS[SJJXLIWLEGOPIWSJEHIWTSXMGQSREVGL]ERH
EHIWMVIJSVEJVIIHSQSJI\TVIWWMSRVSSXIHMRXLIGSQQSR
man.

(YFFIH±MQTVIWWMSRMWQ²MRERYR¾EXXIVMRK[E]JSVXLI
TEMRXIVW´MRJEXYEXMSR[MXLWLEHS[]PMKLXEWIIQMRKPEGOSJ
JSVQEPWXVYGXYVILETLE^EVHERHVETMHFVYWL[SVOFVEWLYWI
SJGSPSVWERHXLMGOPE]IVWSJTEMRXXLIWIVEHMGEP]SYRKEVXMWXW
IZIRXYEPP]FIGEQIEWFIPSZIHERHETTVIGMEXIHEWXLISPH
masters.

8LIWI[SVOWLEHXSFIERSHHHMWGSQJSVXMRKWMKLXJSVXLI
*VIRGLEVMWXSGVEG]ERHMX[EWIEW]JSVXLIQXSHMWHEMRXLI
]SYRKPMSRW

Georges Seurat (December 2, 1859 - March 29, 1891) was a French
painter and draftsman. Seurat was born into a very rich family in Paris.
His father, Antoine Chrysostom Seurat, was a legal official and a native
of Champagne; his mother, Ernestine Faivre, was Parisian.
1SVMWSX´WSMPTEMRXMRK4IEWERX+MVP  GSRZI]WEGLEVQMRKMRRSGIRGIVITPIXI[MXLEFEGOKVSYRHSJGSPSVJYPXYPMTW
FYXXLIKMVP´WHMVX]LERHWVIZIEPLIVXVYIPS[P]WXEXYVI
(IKEWPMOI[MWIGSYPHLEZIWTSXPMKLXIHXLITVMQEFEPPIVMRE
FYXLIGLSWIMRWXIEHXSJSGYWSRXLIERSR]QSYWFEGOYT
HERGIVW,MWGLEVGSEPERHTEWXIPIRXMXPIH(ERGIV%HNYWXMRK
,IV7LSI  WLS[WXLIWYFNIGXMRERE[O[EVH]IX
SVHMREV]TSWI

8LITVIWIRXEXMSRSJ1SRIXXS1EXMWWIMWQEHITSWWMFPI
XLVSYKLXLIWYTTSVXSJ1SLE[O:EPPI]6IKMSREP)GSRSQMG
(IZIPSTQIRX'SYRGMP2I[=SVO7XEXI'SYRGMPSRXLI%VXW
[MXLXLIWYTTSVXSJ+SZ %RHVI['YSQSERHXLI2I[=SVO
7XEXI0IKMWPEXYVI8LI+MPFIVXERH-PHMOS&YXPIV*EQMP]*SYRHEXMSR+MPVS]/IVRERERH+MPVS]1 8&ERO)QTMVI7XEXI
(IZIPSTQIRX(MZMWMSRSJ8SYVMWQ1EVOIX2I[=SVO*YRHW
ERH1+VMJ½XL-RZIWXQIRX7IVZMGIW-RG T
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How to set the table

for casual and formal gatherings
Hosts have a lot on their
plates when planning dinner
parties. Choosing the menu
is a big responsibility, as is
taking steps to ensure guests
feel welcome.
One area novice hosts may
overlook is how to set a
proper table. Eating on the
go or quickly between commitments means individuals
often grab meals wherever
they can, and that rarely
leads them to the dining

“

have seen better days, you
may want to upgrade to a
new set.
Wash any plates and glasses that have not been used
in a while before setting the
table. A quick rinse through
the dishwasher can freshen
them up and remove any
accumulated dust.
7IPIGXEXEFPIPMRIRXLEX½XW
with your décor or theme.
It will be the base for your

Put your heart, mind, and soul into
even your smallest acts. This is
the secret of success.
~Swami Sivananda

which order to place the
utensils. Begin on the left
side of the plate.“F” is for
forks,“O” represents the
plate itself,“K” is for knives,
and “S” is for spoons.The
“R” is not used, but the
word serves as a pneumonic
device nonetheless.
In a basic table setting,
there may only be one fork,
knife and spoon. In more
formal settings, additional utensils are provided
for multiple courses.The
additional utensils are placed
in order of use.Therefore,
a salad fork would be on
the end and the dinner fork
closer to the plate. All knives
should be facing in toward
the dinner plate.
Beverage glasses are placed
above the dish and utensils
to the right side of it. Breadand-butter dishes and/or
small salad plates appear to
the left.

A proper table
setting can
establish the
tone for your
dinner
or special
event.

room table. But a properly
set table can impress guests
and improve the ambiance
at a dinner party.
Begin by choosing a
matching set of dinnerware.
You will need to invest in
extra dinnerware if you
do not have enough items
to accommodate all your
guests. If dishes and utensils

table setting.The dinner
plate should be front and
center for each guest. Place
a napkin directly on the
center of the dinner plate or
off to the left side.
9XIRWMPW[MPP¾EROXLITPEXI
in order of use.The experts
at Emily Post Etiquette
suggest using the word
“FORKS” to remind yourself

Many hosts do present
dessert well after the main
course, so you will not need
to have a dessert plate,
beverage cup and saucer or
dessert utensils on the table
initially.They can be brought
in later on.
Buy a centerpiece to complete the table. Keep in mind
the height and size of the
arrangement so that it does
not impede guests’ views or
take up so much space that
diners feel cramped. Proper
table setting can make any
meal feel more special. T

Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap
but by the seeds that you plant.
~Robert Louis Stevenson
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Morgan Club
Set sights on visiting Clapsaddle Farm
By Al Dorantes
On Saturday, May 2 the
Western New York Morgan
Owners Group visited
the Ilion Farmer’s Market
at Clapsaddle Farm. They
picked the Ilion Farmer’s
Market as the location for
their monthly meet up
and to give the Morgans
a run through the Ilion
Gorge. Unfortunately
uncooperative cool
temperatures caused most
of the club to leave their
Morgans at home. Only
one Morgan made the trip.
Most of the members
of the Western New York
Morgan Owner Group are
from the Rochester area.
The club holds monthly
meetings to celebrate their
passion for the Morgan
Motor Company. Most
club members are also fans
of other British cars; MG,
Triumph, Jensen Healey,TVR,
Lotus and others. Annabelle
Tescione, president of the

Classic Morgan lines tghat have not changed in close to 100 years.
The Morgan Motor
Company Ltd. was started
in 1909 by H.F.S. Morgan
with the design of the
Morgan three-wheeler. A
four-wheeled model began
production in 1936, Morgans
are nimble and agile.The
combination of lightweight
and skinny tires make for a
perfect entry level sports

been in production since
1936, the 4/4 is the longest
running production vehicle
in the world and has built
up iconic status during that
time. Morgan performance
is a mix of responsive

of some restoration.”
Club members Bill & Desi
Benet, both teach on the
college level, own a 1966
44 Competition that they
bought in 1977. The Benets

John and Larraine McNulty’s Morgan.

A view of the Morgan’s hood, or bonnet, as they would call it in England.

group, owns a 1951 Morgan.
She said,“Most of us have
known each other since the
club’s inception. We’re all
good friends. The Morgans
are fun stuff.” Among
enthusiasts, Morgans are
affectionately known as
“Moggies.”

car. Affordability continues
to keep Morgans at the
forefront of the minds of
sports car enthusiasts. All
Morgans are coach built,
meaning nearly handmade
body and chassis with outsourced drivetrain. Today
Morgan builds in excess of
1300 cars per year. Having

acceleration and fuel
economy. With even weight
distribution, Morgans are an
intuitive joy to drive.

got into Morgans through
Mgs. Bill Benet explained
the many Morgan owners
participate in SVR.

Club members John &
Larraine McNulty from
4PEMR½IPH2I[=SVOMR
Otsego County were on
hand with their white
2002 Morgan 4/4. The
McNulty’s had the only
Morgan present at the Ilion
Farmer’s Market due to the
cool temperatures. The
other members drove other
vehicles including a Mini
Cooper.

SVR is Sportscar Vintage
Racing. SVR is where
owners take their restored
vehicles out on a track and
race them on road courses.
There are different groups
and categories for SVR to
keep races fair and even.
The Western New York
Morgan Owners Group is
lucky because New York
is home to Watkins Glen
International race track, one
of the best known road
courses in the world.

Morgans are still popular
even though they have
stopped importing into the
USA because of alleged
safety issues; the side airbags
are too low according
to the National Highway
8VEJ½G7EJIX]%HQMRMWXVEXMSR
The McNultys explained
that $35-80,000 is the
price range for a Morgan.
Larraine added,“$35,000
will get you a Plus 4 in need

The Western New York
Morgan Owners Group
exists to support and
further the appreciation of
Morgan Sportscars and the
member’s common interests,
friendship and camaraderie.
Check the web for a
Morgan owners group or
car club near you. T
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Pee Wee Hits The Road

What is clean eating all about?
Clean eating is a growing trend among
people focused on health and wellness. A
relatively simple concept of selecting foods
that are minimally processed, clean eating
intends to instill a greater understanding of
the pathway between a food’s origins and
XLI½REPTVSHYGXWXLEXIRHYTSRKVSGIV]
store shelves and dinner tables.
Choosing whole or “real” foods that are
as close to their natural forms as possible
is a staple of clean eating.The availability
of convenience food products has never
been greater, and not all packaged foods are
unhealthy. But clean eating encourages consumers to be more aware of the ingredients
in the foods they eat while selecting those
foods that are minimally processed. Many
foods designated as “clean,” including vegetables and fruits, whole grains, free-range
meats, low-fat dairy products, unsalted nuts,
and whole seeds, are straight from the farm.

Here is Pee Wee as a baby, complete with tail feathers and beak!

By Terry Berkson
In April I had to get rid of
one of my roosters because
he was stripping the hens
of their back feathers.
Unfortunately deporting the
bully didn’t solve the problem
because the hens continued
to lose their feathers and
I was sure it wasn’t due to
molting. Eventually, I caught
Geezbrook, my prize buff
Orpington rooster, in the act
with a telltale feather in his
beak. I decided, as handsome
as he was, that he would have
to go to King’s auction where

I had unloaded his rebellious
son. King must have liked the
looks of Geezbrook because
he chose not to put him on
the block. Instead, he kept
him for himself, maybe for
breeding purposes.
Back
on the farm, the remaining
rooster continued the abuse
but I decided not to give him
up because then I wouldn’t
hear his crow in the morning,
which always gives me a
GLEVKI -RWXIEH -½XXIHE[MVI
that amounted to something
like a horse’s bit in his beak
that allowed him to eat, but
prevented him from pulling
out any more feathers. I
suppose I should have tried

The Mohawk Homestead
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841

this with Geezbrook but that
egg was already fried.
Still, the plucking problem
continued and I came to
realize that the hens were
pulling each others feathers
out, probably when they
were in the coop up on their
roosts with nothing else to
do. I consulted my chicken
guru, Roger Vaughn, to see
if he could come up with a
solution for the problem.
“Maybe
you’re
feeding
them too much corn,” Jim
suggested.
“That could
result in a dietary imbalance
making them crave protein-and feathers are made of
protein.”
But, I wasn’t feeding them
too much corn. At the
suggestion of an article I read
over the internet, I added a
tablespoon of salt to a gallon
of their drinking water but
it made no difference. I
fed them more grass and
let them free range a little
longer but to no avail. The
last internet idea I was going
to try was to get some pine
tar from Agway and apply it
to their exposed skin where
it would serve as a repellent.
This would require catching
all of my chickens one by one
which was no small task. My
son, Jonathan, who is a lot
more agile than I, was up for
the weekend and agreed to
grab each bird so that I could
apply the pine tar. When
Vaughn heard about my plan,
he said,“If you’re going to the
trouble of catching them, you
might as well trim their beaks
like you would a dog’s nails.
Then they won’t be able to
pull out any more feathers.”
This sounded like a more
practical plan so I abandoned

Another component of clean eating is eliminating or greatly reducing the consumption
SJVI½RIHWYKEV1ER]LIEPXLI\TIVXWEHZMWI
XLEXVI½RIHWYKEVMWEPEVKIGSRXVMFYXSV
to unnecessary calories. Many people can
get all the energy they need by consuming
foods with natural sugars.
If an ingredient list includes names you
cannot recognize or if the natural form of
the food has been changed (i.e. removing
the bran from whole grains), it cannot be included in a clean-eating plan. Also, foods that
have a lot of additives, including salt, sugar
ERHJEXEVIRSXGPEWWM½IHEWGPIER
Jessica Fanzo, assistant professor of nutrition
at Columbia University, advises that not all
food processing is bad. Processing is sometimes necessary to prevent pathogens that
can lead to illness. For example, pasteurizing
milk is a processing method, but one that
the pine tar idea. We were
well under way trimming
beaks. Jonathan delivered
each captured chicken as it
squawked bloody murder
while I performed the
painless procedure. My wife
Alice, who was repelled by
the idea of trimming beaks,
refused to chase after any
chickens, and stood nearby
with a running commentary
of chick chat. All was going
well until, Pee Wee, my
favorite, most intelligent and
noble bird, the one who with
my assistance was born in a
similar surgical fashion to the
great Julius Caesar, decided
to make a break for it. I guess
all the squawking was too
much for her so she jumped
the fence and headed for a
hedgerow with my son in
hot pursuit. Being a bright
bird, Pee Wee hunkered
down
somewhere
and
gave Jonathan the slip. We
½RMWLIHXVMQQMRKXLIVIWXSJ
the beaks with no sign of the
escapee in sight. By nightfall

Clean eating starts with selecting farm-fresh fruits
and vegetables and other foods that are in their
most natural form.
is necessary to stop the proliferation of
bacteria. Even steaming foods is processing
in some form, but it is not on par with some
of the overly processed foods available.
8LIFIRI½XWXSGPIERIEXMRKEVIRYQIVSYW
Increasing intake of fruits and vegetables can
boost your immune system and serve as a
nutritious way to maintain a healthy weight.
Clean eating may help you become more
conscious of everything from meal ingredients to portion sizes.
Those interested in clean eating can begin
slowly. Start to introduce more fresh fruits,
vegetables, legumes, nuts, and farm-fresh
foods into your diet. Look for foods in their
natural form, such as whole oats and other
KVEMRW %ZSMHLMKLP]VI½RIHMRKVIHMIRXWERH
limit sugar and salt intake. Opt for fresh
herbs and spices to season food. Over time
you can make other changes.
Adopting a clean-eating approach to their
diet is a great way for men and women
to start living healthy lifestyles. Speak with
a doctor or nutritionist about healthy and
effective ways to transition to clean eating.T

- WEHP] ½KYVIH Q] JEZSVMXI holding.
chicken was going to be food
“You’ll never get a turkey
for the coyotes.
that way,” the man said. “You
Two days later, I got a call want to use a gun.”
from
neighbor
Marilyn
“No,” I said. “I was trying to
Purcell. She said that while
driving past our place she catch . . .”
saw a chicken out by the road
Before I could explain, the
in front of the pines with her
wing out as though she were man rolled up his window
hitchhiking. It had to be Pee shaking his head and was on
Wee! I immediately went to his way.
the feed bin for some cracked
It wasn’t long before Pee
corn and headed towards
Wee
appeared and began to
the road. “Here chick chick,”
I called as I threw the corn follow my trail of feed across
into the pines. Just then a the lawn in the direction of
tom turkey bolted out of the XLI GSST ;LIR - ½REPP]
trees and crossed the road got her inside the fence she
narrowly escaping death as a was strutting past the other
passing pickup truck came to chickens like she had been
a screeching halt. A bearded on vacation.
QER MR GEQSY¾EKI LEX ERH
“Look at that bird,” I told my
jacket sat behind the wheel
wife.
“Doesn’t she look like
with a puzzling grin on his
she’s showing off?”
face.
“What?” I asked as I
dropped some corn back
into the paper bag I was

“I guess she is,” Alice
quipped. “She’s the only one
with a whole beak!” T
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Make the most of your home appraisal
EGIVXM½IHPMGIRWIHTVSJIWsional who will do his or her
best to determine the value
of your home.The appraisal provides banks with
information that can tell loan
SJ½GIVWMJXLILSYWIMW[SVXL
the loan amount. Expect to
pay a fee for the appraisal,
which is generally included
in your closing costs.

Be sure to mention all renovations no matter how large or small they may seem to you. Leave it up to the
professionals to do the best possible appraisal possible for your property.
When homeowners think
about renovating their
TVSTIVXMIWQER]½VWXRIIH
to secure some funding to
½RERGIWYGLTVSNIGXW7SQI
may tap into the equity of
XLIMVLSQIWF]VI½RERGMRK
an existing mortgage, while
others may apply for home
equity loans.Taking the
latter approach may require
certain steps, including an
assessment of how much
the home and property is
worth.
Home appraisals compare
your home to neighboring

properties to determine
your home’s current market
value. Homeowners can
facilitate the process by
having certain information
readily available for the
appraiser. When preparing
for appraisers, homeowners
should consider and collect
XLIJSPPS[MRKMRJSVQEXMSR

installing a new roof or siding. Don’t overlook smaller
renovations, like extra insulation added or sealing drafty
windows, which can increase
a home’s value.
· Proof that you have used
sustainable resources or
if you participated in any
energy-savings programs.

· If your home was built
on the largest lot in the
community.

Naturally, any expansion
projects, such as adding
another bedroom or extending the footprint of the
home, should be mentioned.

· If you have made sigRM½GERXYTKVEHIWWMRGIMX
was last appraised, such as

A real estate appraiser is

Love

Memorial Day
%\'DYLG*ULI¼Q
I am not “religious,” but I have
a small Bible that is inscribed
to Walter Stett from “a friend
in the Lord,” Margaret Foster,
New York, September, 1863. A
HVMIH¾S[IVJVSQXLEXXMQIMW
pressed into the pages of I Corinthians 13, the Love Chapter (“Love is patient, love is kind
…”) I don’t know for sure, but I believe Walter was given this Bible by a young lady who
would have never presumed to offer a gift to a man in those times, except that he was on
his way off to War. Whether he returned is unknown, but his Bible somehow made it back.
I found the testament in an antique store down on the river in the Rondout section of
Kingston, NY thirty years ago. I didn’t need another Bible; a few are more than enough
for me. It cost ten dollars that I would have rather spent on something else, but I couldn’t
just leave it there. A woman’s love deserves a place of honor, whether romantic or simply
sisterly caring. So I brought it home and it sits with other small books on my desk.
Memorial Day reminds me that so many who meant so much to us are gone and more will
PIEZIYWFIJSVI½REPP][I´VIKSRIXSS ;LIR-STIRXLIPMXXPI&MFPIXSXLITEKIWLSPHMRK
XLIHVMIH¾S[IV-´QVIQMRHIHXLEX±XLIWIXLVIIVIQEMRJEMXLLSTIERHPSZI&YXXLI
KVIEXIWXSJXLIWIMWPSZI %RHPSZIRIZIVJEMPW²'ST]VMKLX(EZMH+VMJ½RT

The appraiser gathers
information for the appraisal
report from a number of
sources, but the process
often begins with a physical
inspection of the property,
both inside and out. He or
she also will compare your
home against a few others
in the neighborhood, which
are known as comparables,
or comps. Appraisals will be
based on recent prices of
comparable properties as
well as other factors.
Apart from the improvements done to the home,
there are other ways to get
a higher appraisal amount.
The appraiser may consider
the overall maintenance of

the home and property. It is
wise to consider curb appeal
and ensure the home is
clean and maintained when
the appraiser arrives. Minor
repairs or common maintenance can impress the
appraiser. Removing clutter
and cleaning up the home’s
interior can make the home
appear larger, possibly increasing its value as a result.
It may be worth it to invest
some more money into
the property before having
an appraisal done. A study
sponsored by the National
Association of Realtors says
[SSH¾SSVWPERHWGETMRK
and an enclosed garage can
lead to a more favorable
appraisal.

on throughout the house,
make sure the heating or
cooling system is functioning
at full capacity and keep pets
locked away. Move items
that can impede access to
basements or attics.
An accurate assessment of
the value of your home will
give banks the information
they need to determine
loan amounts for future
renovation projects. Providing background information
on the home and having a
well-maintained property
can improve the chances of
a favorable appraisal. T

An appraiser will spend
roughly 30 minutes in a
home.Try to give that person space to do his or her
job. Following the appraiser
around during an inspection
GERVEMWIEVIH¾EKXLEX
something is wrong with
the house that you don’t
want to be seen.Turn lights

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991
22 Summit St, Middleville
JUST LISTED 343 Aspen Dr, Utica
3BR, 1.5 bath in a super
Well mainvillage location. Make
tained douthis one yours and enjoy
blewide in
the eat-in kitchen w/ bar
park includes
area, formal DR, office
3BRs, 2 full
area, LR, 1st floor launbaths,
LR,
kitchen and laundry. All appliances included. Lot rent dry, garage and a nice deep yard with 2 tier deck. Save
includes water, sewer, garbage. Owner is responsible for money on those heating costs with an outdoor wood furnace. Don't wait on this one!
lawn maintenance.
12 Brookside Dr, Mohawk
97 Fairfield St, Middleville
Looking for extras?
Make an OFFER! This
Here you go! Central
one has tons of great
air, central vacuum,
features including a
finished basement,
double lot, 2 full baths,
in-ground pool, firesuper cute kitchen with
places, all in a great
breakfast nook, formal location. PLUS lots of space for you and your family. 3DR w/ hardwoods and 4BRs, 2.5 baths, entry hall, LR, FR, kitchen, dining
sliding glass doors to covered porch, LR, den, fresh paint, area, garage. Move in and do nothing but enjoy.
new flooring, garage/barn. A great place to call home.

400 East St, Herkimer
Ready to downsize? This
one's for you! Great
location for this 2BR, 1
bath Ranch w/ LR & eatin kitchen. Great corner
lot on a dead end and
many updated mechanicals. New roof, hot water
heater, electrical entrance & New York Sash windows
with a LIFETIME WARRANTY!

OPEN HOUSES

Saturday, May 17th
10:00 to 11:30am
35 N 3rd Ave, Ilion
35 N 4th Ave, Ilion
123 Laurel Ave, Herkimer
12:00 to 1:30pm
810 W German St, Herkimer
618 Pine Ave, Herkimer
400 East St, Herkimer
645 Shells Bush Rd, Herkimer

2:00 to 3:30pm
413 Lansing St, Herkimer
355 King St, Herkimer
800 Oakridge Terr, Herkimer
137 Pine Grove Rd, Herkimer

Thursday, May 21st
4:00 to 5:30pm
407 2nd Ave Ext, Frankfort
5:00 to 6:30pm
517 Keyes Rd, Utica
7 Woodside Ave, Little Falls
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Whitesboro Fish Market

it is actually Christmas Eve
HE]*VSQEQTQ
the Whitesboro Fish Market
does the average of 3 regular Fridays. Mike attributes
this to the fact that,“everyFSH]MWTYXXMRKSRXLIHSK²
*MWLWLVMQTWGEPPSTWPSFWXIV
XEMPWGVEFPIKWERHQSVI½RH
their way to homes for the
holiday.

Celebrating 30 Years
By Al Dorantes

time jobs”

the key to business.”

If you are looking for the
JVIWLIWXJVMIH½WLWXSTMRXS
Whitesboro Fish Market
located at 103 Main Street
in Whitesboro.The Whitesboro Fish Market has been
a family business for 30
years. Mike Walter has been
VYRRMRKMXJSVXLITEWX
years. He also drives school
bus for Holland Patent
school district. He said with
EGLYGOPI±-X´WKSSHTEVX

The Whitesboro Fish
1EVOIXMWSTIR;IHRIWHE]
XLVSYKL8LYVWHE]TQ
TQERH*VMHE]
EQTQJSVPYRGLERH
dinner on friday. It is all take
out at the Whitesboro Fish
1EVOIX %PPSVHIVWTEGOIH
to go in Styrofoam. Mike caters, bends over backwards,
for his customers.There are
not a lot of frills he exTPEMRIH1MOIWEMH±*VIWLMW

*MWLWXMPPLEWXSTFMPPMRKEX
Whitesboro Fish Market.
8LITVMQEV]½WLFIMRKLEHdock. You can get it fried or
fresh, uncooked so you can
TVITEVIMXEXLSQI 8LI½WL
and other seafood arrives
fresh, overnight from Boston.
=SYGEREPWSKIXWGEPPSTW
GPEQWERHWLVMQT %PPWEPEHW
EVIQEHIMRLSYWITSXEXS
macaroni, coleslaw, as well
as homemade tartar sauce

Whitesboro Fish Market
103 Main Street
Whitesboro, NY 13492

Store Hours:
Wednesday & Thursday
3:00pm - 6:00pm
Friday 9:30am - 7:00pm

Phone:
(315) 736-2105

all made with Helman’s
mayonnaise. Potato logs
[IHKIWSJTSXEXSW[IIX
or regular) are a best seller.
On Fridays you can also get
fried chicken. If you are
JIIPMRKIWTIGMEPP]FVEZI]SY

Sorry! We do not accept debit/credit cards

FRESH FISH
SERVING
’s
Mike Whitesboro
Fish
Market
FOR 30 YEARS

can even get fried frog legs
at Whitesboro Fish Market.
1SWXTISTPIXLMROXLEX
the Lenten season is the
busiest time of the year for
Whitesboro Fish Market.
1MOI;EPXIVI\TPEMRIHXLEX

On May 22,Whitesboro
Fish Market will celebrate
30 years in business. All
customers will receive
25% off their orders. For
more information go to:
[[[JEGIFSSOGSQTEKIW
Whitesboro-Fish-MarOIX#Fref=ts or call: (315) 7362105. T

Not Just Poodles Pet Salon & Doggie Daycare Inc.
Celebrating 30 Years
By Al Dorantes

Serving fresh or fried fish, scallops,
& shrimp for over 30 years!

OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, MAY 22
25% OFF

Whitesboro Fish Market
has a lot of regulars. Mike
Walter would like to see
RI[JEGIW,ITPERWSR
GSRXMRYMRK[MXLLMWTLMPSWSTL]SJJVIWL½WLTPYWEKSSH
crew equals consistency.
1MOIWEMH±4ISTPIORS[
what they’re getting. We’re
WQEPPFYXIJ½GMIRX[ILEZIE
good little system going.”

If your dog is dirty, needs
EFEXLMWWMQTP]EHMZEPSSO
no further than Not Just
Poodles located at 105 Main
St,Whitesboro, New York.
NJP has been grooming
and caring for dogs since
original owner, Carol Oot,
started grooming dogs
at the location in May of
'YVVIRXS[RIV(MERI
Zielinski started working
at NJP in 2005. In 2007
(MERIFSYKLXXLIFYWMRIWW
from Carol and it has been
JYPPWTIIHELIEHPMOIEHSK
chasing a car, ever since. NJP
MWSTIRIZIV]SXLIV1SRHE]
every other Saturday, and
Tuesday - Friday 8am TQERHMWWYVIXS½RHE

convenient time to care for
]SYVTIX

background music to us
now.”

Not Just Poodles, like their
name says, grooms and cares
for all breeds of dogs. They
have taken care of dogs
VERKMRKJVSQETSYRH
=SVOMIXSETSYRH7X
Bernard. Customers from
*SVIWXTSVXXS,IVOMQIV
and beyond bring their
dogs to Main Street,
Whitesboro to get their
dog’s teeth brushed, ears
cleaned, bathed, and anal
glands drained. Walk ins are
welcome for nails and anal
KPERHGEVI %TTSMRXQIRXW
are necessary for grooming.
(MERI>MIPMRWOMWEMH±;I
don’t even hear the dogs
bark anymore. It’s like

Not Just Poodles lives
YTXSXLIMVREQISJJIVMRK
grooming for cats. Cat
services include nails, ears &
brush outs. Besides felines,
Not Just Poodles takes
grooming to the next level
caring for rabbits, ferrets, and
more.
One niche that NJP
has managed to collar is
HSKK]ERHTIXGPSXLIWERH
accessories. From Leashes,
LEVRIWWIWERHGSPPEVWXSTIX
clothing and booties can be
found at Not Just Poodles.

Continued page 19
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Maintaining bird feeders and bird baths

“
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Try to be a rainbow in
someone’s cloud.

essential to avian health
Bird watching is a pastime enjoyed by people of all ages.
While many people trek into the woods to see their favorite
birds, homeowners can take steps to entice these fascinating
and feathered friends right to their backyards.

~Maya Angelou

Homeowners who want to attract birds to their properties
can do so by providing the birds food, shelter and places to
wash up or cool off. Installing a bird feeder and a bird bath in
your yard is one way to attract a bevy of winged creatures
that can provide hours of enjoyment.
Establishing a bird-friendly environment may seem as simple as hanging a feeder on a pole or tree and erecting a bird
bath nearby. But a certain level of maintenance is needed to
keep birds healthy and happy.
According to the experts at the Bird Watcher’s Digest, recent research indicates feeders can sometimes be a source
of disease for the birds visiting them.The Audubon Society
echoes that warning, saying that bird feeders and baths can
serve as transmission stations for diseases such as aspergillosis, avian pox and salmonellosis. Recently, scientists noted
that the spread of trichomonad protozoan parasites is on
the rise, especially among mourning dove and band-tailed
pigeon populations.
Such warnings are not meant to deter budding birding
hobbyists. Organizations like the Audobon Society hope
that such warnings send the message that disinfection and
maintenance is necessary to maintain sanitary environments
for birds. Doing so is relatively easy and well worth the time
for birding enthusiasts.
· The Humane Society of the United States advises cleaning
hanging feeders once every two weeks or more often if
they’re heavily used. Ground-feeding designs should be
cleaned every two days. Feeders can be immersed in a
very-diluted solution of bleach to water (nine parts water to
one part bleach). Let soak for a few minutes, and then scrub
the feeder with a stiff brush or scouring pad before rinsing.
%PPS[XLIJIIHIVXSHV]GSQTPIXIP]FIJSVIVI½PPMRKMX[MXL
seed.
· Bird baths should be emptied of water each day. Brush
SV[MTIXLIFEXLGPIERXLIRVMRWIERHVI½PP[MXLJVIWL[EXIV
Do not leave standing water overnight; otherwise bird baths
can easily become a breeding ground for mosquitoes and
other parasites.
· Frequently collect discarded seed hulls and clean bird
droppings from beneath feeders. If the area around the
feeder has become especially soiled, relocate the feeder
elsewhere and clean its initial location.
· Follow proper instructions with regard to seed and other

Sales • Service • Home Delivery
Mention this ad and receive
$200 off any above ground pool
4780 Commercial Drive
New Hartford, NY 13413
bird food. For example, reduce the amount of suet offered
in hot weather. Heat can cause suet to spoil, and sticky suet
can become stuck in birds’ feathers and make it hard for
them to keep clean.
· Try to provide more than one feeder and bird bath to
prevent overcrowding. Crowding can contribute to the
spread of disease.
· Do not situate feeders and bird baths under perches
where they can be soiled by droppings.
· If you notice birds look sick or are not acting strangely, halt feeding and bathing to prevent healthy birds from
becoming ill.Wait a week before resuming feeding and notify
[MPHPMJISJ½GMEPWMJ]SY½RHHIEHSVWMGOFMVHWEVSYRH]SYV
property.
· Locate feeders and baths at least 30 feet away from winHS[WWSFMVHWHSRSXKIXGSRJYWIHF]VI¾IGXMSRWERHGSPPMHI
with the glass.
ø7XSVIWIIHMREHV]GSRXEMRIV[MXLEXMKLX½XXMRKPMHXS
prevent mold from forming and moisture from getting in.
Creating a thriving habitat for bird watching is easier than
one might think. But once birds begin visiting a yard, homeowners must diligently maintain clean feeders and bird baths
to ensure the birds stay as healthy as possible. Any questions
about wild-bird care can be directed to a local Audubon
Society chapter or by visiting a pet store or bird hobby
center. T

315-507-4630 • www.tuckerbackyard.com
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Watering tips to produce healthy lawns
Summertime waterings are most effective in the morning hours
Summer is a season for
landscaping, and homeowners who live in regions that
get especially hot in the
summertime often worry
that their lawns won’t make
it through the dog days of
summer looking lush. But
lawns don’t have to succumb to the sizzling summer
sun. Oftentimes, the right

watering strategies can help
homeowners nurse their
lawns through the hottest
months of the year, ensuring
the lawns make it to autumn
looking as green as they did
back at the height of spring.

which many landscaping
professionals feel is the most
IJJIGXMZIERHIJ½GMIRX[E]
to water a lawn, then you
likely will rely on a sprinkler
to keep your lawn looking
lush through the summer
months.When choosing a
sprinkler, look for one that
shoots water out horizontally as opposed to vertically.
A vertical sprinkler system
is more vulnerable to wind
and evaporation than one
that shoots water out horizontally, so make sure your
sprinkler system is sending
water into your lawn and
not into summer breezes.

· Reconsider when you’re
watering. Come summertime, homeowners may

Design - Installation - Property Management - Nursery

2255 County Highway 31, Cooperstown
www.lakeviewhorticulture.com
607-264-3525
Nursery
7
y
Ma
Openings-Sat
Perennials, Trees
Thur
9am-6pm
Shrubs, Hanging Baskets,
Vegetables, Raspberries, Hops

Poorly placed sprinklers that shoot water out onto driveways and other
surfaces that do not need water can rob a lawn of water it desperately
needs when temperatures climb in the summertime.
want a glass of water at high
noon, when temperatures
seem to be at their hottest.
But you and your lawn are
different, so the best time
to satiate your thirst is not
necessarily the best time to
water your lawn.Watering
in the middle of the day is
often ineffective, as water
tends to evaporate quickly
in the afternoons when
temperatures are peaking.
Nighttime watering can
contribute to the growth of

fungus, which can create an
entirely new set of headaches for homeowners.
Morning watering sessions
tend to be most effective
during the summertime, as
temperatures tend to be
cooler in the morning, leading to less evaporation. Less
evaporation means all that
watering isn’t going to waste.
· Reconsider your sprinkler. If you can’t afford an
in-ground irrigation system,

· Avoid overwatering. How
much water your lawn
needs in the summertime
depends on a host of
factors, including where you
live and how often rain falls
in that region. Overwatering
can promote the growth of
fungus and adversely affect
your lawn’s root system,
QEOMRKMXHMJ½GYPXJSVVSSXW
to grow deep. Speak with a
local landscaping professional to determine how often
you should water your lawn
each week.

sprinklers. When choosing
where to put down your
sprinklers, hook them up to
your hose, turn them on and
then watch to see where
the water is going. Areas
that exposed to sun are
most in need of water, so
make sure the bulk of your
water isn’t going to shaded
areas beneath trees. In addition, make sure you aren’t
wasting water on sidewalks,
patios and driveways. Sprinklers should be positioned
so none of the water they’re
shooting out is landing on
surfaces that don’t need
water. It sounds simple, but
too often homeowners
drop their sprinklers down,
turn them on and then walk
away without waiting to see
where the water is landing.
Position sprinklers or adjust
sprinkler heads so all the
water is landing on your
lawn.
Keeping a lawn lush and
green at the height of summer requires homeowners
to adopt effective strategies.
Such a strategies can make
the difference between a
lush landscape and one that
succumbs to summer heat.T

· Strategically position your

Ideas for pool perimeter landscaping
. G

Spring Savings!
Swan’s Celebrating 60 Years
Stop in for chemical &
pool savings!
Still booking for 2015 swimming
season (pools, liners & maintenance)

Schedule your pool opening &
receive FREE 3 inch chlorine tabs
(offer good through May)
132 Main St., Ilion 315.895.4321
3989 Oneida St., New Hartford 315.982.9760

swanpool.net

With the rise of the
“staycation,” more and more
homeowners are turning
their backyards into their
own private oases.The
centerpiece of many such
retreats is a refreshing and
inviting pool.
Whether above-ground
or inground models, pools

make for welcoming spots
to enjoy warm days and
nights. A new pool can
quickly turn a yard into the
“it” spot to spend vacations
or cool off at the end hot
summer days.While pools
are often the focal point
of a backyard, many homeowners want their pools to
blend seamlessly with the

rest of their yards.When
transforming a backyard that
includes a pool, homeowners should consider a
few factors to ensure each
afternoon spent poolside is
as safe as it is fun.
7EJIX]½VWX
Although the goal may be

to soften the lines of the
pool and/or create sight
barriers that will provide
some measure of privacy
for swimmers, homeowners
must put safety above all
else. Before any decorative
touches are added, it is
important to surround a
pool with a slip-resistant
surface and fencing (many
communities require fences
be erected around pools).
Consult with a landscaping
contractor, who should be
knowledgeable about safety
codes, or speak to the permit-issuing department at
town hall.There should be
a list of requirements to ensure pool placement as well
as any surrounding touches
are legal and within code.
Nonslip surfaces
Concrete, brick and pavers
and decking are popular
materials used to surround
a pool.

Swan Pool & Spa EST 1955

Cont on page 20
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Make the most of small living spaces Did you know?
Lack of space calls for creativity

Furniture with built-in,
hidden storage is well worth
the investment when living
spaces are limited.
· Create dual-purpose
rooms. Lack of space means
getting creative with the
space you do have. A nook
in your bedroom can be devoted to a miniature home
SJ½GI 4IVLETW]SYGER
establish a crafting center in
a portion of your laundry
room. Garages have long
served as catch-all spaces in
homes. Apart from storage,
they can be subdivided
for home gyms or even a
place to gather and watch a
ballgame.
Tiny houses are a recent
phenomenon and have
spurred many businesses from builders to decorating
experts - looking to connect
with consumers who want
to go small.The small house
movement advocates for
living simply in small homes,
some of which can be as
small as 100 square feet or
less.
Although living in a tiny
house is not for everyone, many people prefer
small-space living to living in
larger, more spacious homes
and apartments. For those
looking to make the most
of their small living spaces,
there are ways to make
such living arrangements feel
larger.
· Light is your friend.
Establish adequate lighting in

a room that includes at least
three working lights.Varied
light sources from different
angles will eliminate dark
corners and shadows that
can make a space feel smaller. Lighting also can draw the
eye where you want it and
distract attention from the
VSSQ´W¾E[W
· Make use of vertical
space. Homes where space
is at a premium may have
limited storage areas. An
often-overlooked storage
option is vertical space.
Space above doors, shelving,
and areas above cabinetry
are ideal places to store
items. Use hooks on walls to
OIITFIPSRKMRKWSJJXLI¾SSV
· Choose light-colored
paint. Choose lighter hues
for your home furnishings
and wall colors.You do not

Not Just Poodles
Continued from page 16
Not Just Poodles also
offers doggy daycare. Feel
safe leaving your pet at a
secure facility while you
run errands or go to work.
The one-on-one service
gets your dog constant
supervision and plenty of
attention and exercise for
your dog. Your pet will be
treated like family at Not

Just Poodles.
Diane Zielinski said,“Most
dog grooming customers
seem to be nice people.”
It is always bring your
dog to work day at Not
Just Poodles. For more
information go to: www.
notjustpoodles.com or call:
315-736-7567. T

Here is Baxter, a Lapsoapso getting pampered and spoiled at Not Just
Poodles and Doggie Day Care. The crew is always ready to make your
“babies” feel loved. Call today for an appointment!

have to limit this to white
(unless landlords require
white walls). Pale colors will
LIPTVI¾IGXPMKLXERHGER
make the room seem larger
than it really is. Using a dark
GSPSVSRXLI¾SSVMRKGER
make other lighter shades
really pop in contrast.
· Conceal the clutter. If
you cannot keep personal
belongings to the utmost
minimum in a home, experiment with clever ways
to keep items out of sight.
Furniture that serves dual
purposes can help with this
task. Storage ottomans will
conceal small toys or linens
and also provide seating
options in a room when
guests come over. A dresser
can be used as a dining
room buffet piece, and the
numerous drawers can hold
knickknacks or silverware.

· Hang mirrors to “expand”
rooms. Mirrors can trick the
eye into believing there is
more space in a room. Mirrors melt away room borders and can accelerate the
¾S[SJPMKLX,ERKMRKXLIQ
throughout your home can
make spaces seem larger.
· Think about built-in furniture. Traditional furniture
may not be practical for
small spaces and can waste
a lot of room. Custom-built
furniture is often the way
to go to maximize the area
you do have. Employ a little
do-it-yourself initiative as
well, customizing items for
XLITIVJIGX½X
· Work with a designer. If
]SY´VILEZMRKHMJ½GYPX]QEOing a small space work for
you, consult with an interior
designer or a contractor for
some ideas. T

3TIRMRKEHVIWWIVHVE[IVXS½RHGPSXLIWHMWSVganized and stuffed inside can be frustrating. Bulky
GPSXLIWQE]RSXWIIQXS½XGSVVIGXP]ERHSXLIV
items can become stuck at the back of a drawer,
QEOMRKMXHMJ½GYPXXSGPSWIXLIHVE[IVTVSTIVP] %Pthough you may be tempted to purchase an entirely
new dresser or give up and store items solely in the
closet, try a new tactic.
Various organizing experts advise folding and
layering clothes vertically in drawers to create more
WTEGIERHOIITXLMRKWRIEX %REHHMXMSREPFIRI½XXS
this method of storage is you can more readily see
just what you have in the drawer, rather than lifting
and looking underneath your clothing. Anyone can
give this a try to free up space in their drawers.This
method also works especially well with children’s
clothing, giving kids the opportunity to see their
GPSXLIWERHGLSSWIXLIMVS[RSYX½XW T

Chez Bella

Hair Boutique
By Molly

105
5 Lyndalee Dr.,, Romee

315-336-6312
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Ideas for pool perimeter landscaping

Transplanting trees

Continued from page 18

No small task

Installers can make recommendations on materials
ERH½RMWLIWFYXSRIWYKKIWXMSRMWXSGLSSWIEVSYKL
½RMWL4SSP[EXIVGERQEOI
WYVJEGIWWPMTTIV]'SRGVIXI
XLEXMWWXEQTIHSVWGEVVIH
TVSZMHIWI\XVEXVEGXMSRXLER
EWQSSXLWYVJEGI8LIWEQI
GERFIWEMHJSVFVMGOTEXMSW
ERHTEZIVW %ZSMHWQSSXL
WXSRIWSVTEZIVW[MXLWLMR]
WYVJEGIWEWXLIWIQE]SRP]
MRGVIEWIXLIVMWOSJJEPPW
,SQIS[RIVW[LSLEZI
GLSWIR[SSHSVGSQTSWMXI
HIGOMRKXSWYVVSYRHETSSP
WLSYPHXEPOXSXLIMVGSRXVEGXSVEFSYXRSRWPMTTVSXIGXMZI
GSEXMRKW7YGLGSEXMRKWX]TMGEPP]EVIEGV]PMGFEWIHPMUYMHW
ETTPMIHPMOIETEMRXSVWIEPIV
7SQIGSQTSWMXIHIGOWQE]

FIGVEJXIH[MXLXI\XYVISV
EFYMPXMRGSEXMRKXSVIHYGI
WPMTTMRK-REHHMXMSRYWI
nonstick mats on decks and
TEXMSWXSTVSZMHIEPMXXPI
I\XVEJSSXMRK[LIVITISTPI
IRXIVERHI\MXXLITSSP

%REPPYVMRKPERHWGETIGERQEOIELSQIXLEXQYGLQSVI
IRNS]EFPI1ER]LSQIS[RIVWHIZSXIGSRWMHIVEFPIXMQIXS
XLIMVPE[RWERHKEVHIRWERHXLEXHIZSXMSRGERTE]FSXL
MRWXERXERHPSRKXIVQHMZMHIRHW %[IPPKVSSQIHPERHWGETI
GERQEOIMXQSVIIRNS]EFPIXSVIPE\MRXLI]EVHERHWYGL
ETVSTIVX][MPPFIQSVIEXXVEGXMZIXSTVSWTIGXMZIFY]IVW
[LIRLSQIS[RIVW[ERXXSWIPPXLIMVLSQIW

1YPGLERHWXSRI
,SQIS[RIVWSJXIRTVIJIV
WSQIGSQFMREXMSRSJQYPGL
SVWXSRIXSWIVZIEWE
XVERWMXMSRFIX[IIRXLITSSP
GSRGVIXISVTEZIVLEVHWGETI
ERHXLIPE[R7XSRIQE]
FIQSVITVEGXMGEPJSVXLSWI
[MXLMRKVSYRHTSSPWFIGEYWI
MX[MPPRSXIEWMP]FPS[SRXS
XLI[EXIVWYVJEGI;MXLER
EFSZIKVSYRHTSSPQYPGL
SVWXSRIGERHSXLIXVMGO
Homeowners have many options with regard to landscaping the areas
WIVZMRKEWEFEVVMIVWSXLEX
TSSP[EXIVHSIWRSXSZIVP] surrounding their pools.

&YXIZIRXLIQSWX[IPPHIWMKRIHPERHWGETIWWSQIXMQIW
RIIHWSQIVIEVVERKMRKERHXLSWIGLERKIWQE]MRZSPZI
XVERWTPERXMRKXVIIW,SQIS[RIVWQE]XVERWTPERXXVIIWJSV
ZEVMSYWVIEWSRW7SQILSQIS[RIVWQMKLXFIQSZMRKXSE
RI[LSQIERH[ERXXSXEOIEJEZSVMXIXVIIEPSRK[MXLXLIQ
[LMPIWSQIXVIIWWMQTP]SYXKVS[XLIMVI\MWXMRKWTEGIERH
RIIHXSFIQSZIHIPWI[LIVISRXLITVSTIVX]6IKEVHPIWWSJ
[L]XVIIWRIIHXSFIXVERWTPERXIHLSQIS[RIVWGERXEOI
WIZIVEPWXITWXSIRWYVIXLITVSGIWWKSIWEWWQSSXLP]EW
TSWWMFPI

ø(IXIVQMRI[L]XLIXVIIRIIHWXSFIQSZIH7SQI
XVIIWXLEXEVIRSXXLVMZMRKMRXLIMVI\MWXMRKPSGEXMSRQE]RSX
FIRI½XJVSQEXVERWTPERX*SVI\EQTPIEXVII[MXLETIWX
MRJIWXEXMSRQMKLXRIIHXSFIVITPEGIHVEXLIVXLERXVERWTPERXIH(IXIVQMRMRKXLIVIEWSRFILMRHEXVERWTPERXGERWEZI
]SYXLIXVSYFPISJXVERWTPERXMRKXLEX[SR´XFIRI½XJVSQXLI
HVIRGLXLIWYVVSYRHMRK
KVS[MRKKVEWWIW[MPPSJJIVE
QSZI-JEXVIIMWRSXKIXXMRKEHIUYEXIWYRPMKLXMRMXWTVIWIRX
PE[RSVHEQEKIKVEWWEJXIV
TVMZEG]FEVVMIV
PSGEXMSRXLIRXVERWTPERXMRKMXXSEHMJJIVIRXPSGEXMSRSR]SYV
I\TSWYVIXSTSSPGLIQMGEPW
TVSTIVX][MXLQSVII\TSWYVIXSWYRPMKLXQMKLXVIMRZMKSVEXI
1YPGLERHWXSRIEPWS[MPP
/IITXVIIWERH¾S[IVMRK
TVSZMHIHVEMREKIJVSQ[EXIV TPERXWJEVIRSYKLE[E]JVSQ XLIXVII-JWSMPMWXLITVSFPIQXLERXVERWTPERXMRKXLIXVII
QMKLXTVSZIMRIJJIGXMZIYRPIWW]SYEPWSXIWXXLIWSMP[LIVI
VYRSJJJVSQXLITSSPERH
XLITSSP´WIHKIWSXLI]HS
VEMR
RSXGSRXVMFYXIXSHIFVMWXLEX ]SYTPERXSQSZIXLIXVIIERHEHNYWXMXWSXLIXVIIGER
JEPPWMRXSXLITSSP[LMGLGER XLVMZI
%RSXLIVEHZERXEKISJ
GSQTPMGEXIQEMRXIRERGI
LEZMRKEREHHMXMSREPFEVVMIV
%PWS¾S[IVMRKTPERXWQE]
ø4VYRIXLIXVIIVSSXW8MR]VSSXWXLEXI\XIRHFI]SRHXLI
FIX[IIRXLITSSPERHPE[R EXXVEGXMRWIGXWERHSXLIV
XVIIEFWSVF[EXIVERHRYXVMIRXWERHWYGLVSSXWRIIHXS
MWXLEXPE[RGPMTTMRKW[MPPRSX [MPHPMJIXLEXQE]MRXIVJIVI
FITVYRIHFIJSVIXVERWTPERXMRKEXVII0ERHWGETMRKTVSJIWFIWLSXMRXSXLITSSP[LIR [MXL]SYVIRNS]QIRXSJXLI WMSREPWRSXIXLEXVSSXTVYRMRKWXMQYPEXIWXLIKVS[XLSJRI[
QS[MRK7XSRIERHQYPGL
TSSP-X´WFIXXIVXSGVIEXI
WQEPPVSSXWRIEVIVXSXLIXVII´WXVYROERHXLIWIRI[IVVSSXW
GERFIHVIWWIHYT[MXL
EJVMIRHP]IRZMVSRQIRXJSV
[MPPFIHYKYT[LIRXLIXMQIGSQIWXSXVERWTPERXXLIXVII
WXEXYIWPE[RSVREQIRXWERH [MPHPMJIJYVXLIVE[E]JVSQ
6SSXTVYRMRKQYWXFIHSRI[IPPMREHZERGISJXVERWTPERXMRK
XSPIVERXTPERXW
XLITSSP
XLIXVII*SVI\EQTPIMJ]SYLSTIXSXVERWTPERXXLIXVIIMR
XLIJEPPXLIRHS]SYVVSSXTVYRMRKMRXLIWTVMRKFIJSVIRI[
FYHWETTIEVSRXLIXVII7TIEO[MXL]SYVPERHWGETIVSVE
RIEVF]KEVHIRGIRXIVXSHIXIVQMRIXLIFIWX[E]XSTVYRI
]SYVXVII´WVSSXW
ø8MQI]SYVXVERWTPERXGSVVIGXP] %ZSMHXVERWTPERXMRKXVIIW
[LIRXIQTIVEXYVIWEVIGSPHIVERHXLIKVSYRHMWJVS^IR
8VERWTPERXMRKFIJSVISVEJXIVEXLE[EPPS[WXLIXVERWTPERXIHVSSXWXMQIXSHIZIPST-REHHMXMSRXVERWTPERXMRKXLIHE]
EJXIV]SYLEZI[EXIVIHXLIWSMPEVSYRHXLIXVIIVIHYGIWXLI
WXVIWWSRXLIXVII´WVSSXWQEOMRKMXIEWMIVXSOIITXLIVSSX
FEPPMRXEGX

Keep in mind vegetation around the pool should be tolerant of full sun
and a pretty flowering tree maybe beautiful but will create a lot of
debris for your pool filter and vacuum.
*MRMWLMRKXSYGLIW
4PERXWGERTVSZMHIXLI½RMWLMRKXSYGLIWJSVETSSPWMHI
PERHWGETI,SQIS[RIVW
WLSYPHOIITMRQMRHXLEX
TSSPWEVIRSXSJXIRWLEHIHJVSQXLIWYRWSTPERXW
TPEGIHEVSYRHXLITSSP
[MPPRIIHXSFIWYRERH
HVSYKLXXSPIVERX7YGGYPIRXW
WYGLEWEPSIERHNEHIQE]
[SVOEWGERXLITIVIRRMEP
WLVYF]YGGE1SHIVEXIP]

,SQIS[RIVW[LSRIIH
WSQIEHZMGITPERRMRKXLI
PERHWGETMRKEVSYRHXLIMV
TSSPWGERVIP]SRXLII\TIVXMWISJPERHWGETIEVGLMXIGXW
EW[IPPEWIQTPS]IIWEX
PE[RERHKEVHIRGIRXIVW
4SSPGSQTERMIWQE][SVO
[MXLPERHWGETIVWERHSJJIV
VIGSQQIRHEXMSRWXSTISTPI
YREGGYWXSQIHXS[SVOMRK
EVSYRHTSSPWT

ø4VSXIGXXLIVSSXFEPP;LIRXVERWTPERXMRKEXVIIQEOI
WYVIXLIVSSXFEPPHSIWRSXHV]SYX-JMXHSIWXLIXVIIPMOIP]
[SR´XXLVMZIMRMXWRI[PSGEXMSRERHEPP]SYVLEVH[SVO[MPP
LEZIFIIRJSVREYKLX'SZIVXLIVSSXFEPP[MXLHEQTFYVPET
SVGERZEWWSMXGERVIXEMRQSVISJXLIQSMWXYVIMX[MPPRIIH
XSEHETXXSMXWRI[PSGEXMSR
ø4PERXXLIXVIIWSSRIVVEXLIVXLERPEXIV;LMPI]SYGER
WXSVIEXVERWTPERXIHXVIIFIJSVI]SYTPERXMXIPWI[LIVISR
]SYVTVSTIVX]WXSVMRKMXJSVEPSRKTIVMSHSJXMQIMRGVIEWIW
XLIGLERGIWXLEXXLIXVERWTPERX[MPPFIYRWYGGIWWJYP-HIEPP]
]SY[ERXXSTPERXXLIXVIIMRMXWRI[PSGEXMSREWWSSREW
TSWWMFPI-J]SYQYWXWXSVIMXQEOIWYVI]SYHSR´XWYJJSGEXI
XLIVSSXFEPPEWVSSXWQYWXFIOITXHEQTSVXLI][MPPHMI
ERHTSXIRXMEPP]GSWX]SYXLIXVII
8VERWTPERXMRKEXVIIGEREHHETTIEPXSETVSTIVX]ERHLIPT
VIMRZMKSVEXIERYRLIEPXL]XVIIT
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Tucker Backyard Pools and Spas Veggie garden tips for beginners
Over 15 years of experience

Gardens need not take up
much space, and even apartment dwellers without yards
can plant small gardens in
containers they place on
terraces or window boxes.
Although establishing a garden is easy enough, beginners may make a few mistakes along the way.Those
who already have paved
the garden way before can
offer novice gardeners some
worthwhile tips.

By Al Dorantes
Tucker Backyard Pools and
Spas is located conveniently
on Commercial Drive in
New Hartford, right across
from Consumer Square.
Ben Tucker brings over 15
years of experience to the
pool and spa industry with
extensive knowledge in
sales, service and installation.
Tucker has a passion for two
things – starting and growing
a successful business in
the Mohawk Valley and
transforming backyards for
families to have memorable
times together for years
to come. Tucker Backyard
Pools and Spas has 4
employees who install and
service everything they sell.
Pools are still the best
seller at Tucker Backyard
Pools and Spas and that
keeps Ben and the staff busy
now through October and
into November. Ben tucker
explained that modern
heaters “Can get you into
December if you want
to pay for the gas.” Ben
Tucker said,“We try to give
customers exactly what they
have in mind. We’re not
mind readers, but we come
close.”

Basics of pool installation:
½VWXXLIWMXIMWGLSWIRERH
the pool area is excavated.
Next the pool panels are
installed. Concrete is then
poured. The liner is added
and then the area is back
½PPIH*MREPP][EXIVMWEHHIH
and the pool is ready for
swimming and splashing.
Ben Tucker also explained
XLEX½FIVKPEWWTSSPWEVIER
emerging market in Central
New York. The pools are
pre-formed and dropped in
with a crane. “In some cases
we’re in and out of the yard
in one day.” There are no
liners to replace and the
pools come with a lifetime
guarantee. Ben explained,
±=SYGERTEMV½FIVKPEWW
[MXLXVEHMXMSREPTSSPW*SV
instance, a tanning ledge that
spills over to traditional in
ground pool.”
Tucker Backyard Pools and
Spas services everything
they sell. If you have a pool
already and need ongoing
service, their service and
staff is available for you.
They want you to spend
more time enjoying your
pool and less time cleaning
and maintaining it.They can

help with simple openings/
closings for the season
or offer weekly cleanings
that will keep your pool
balanced, crystal clear and
clean for the whole summer.
Tucker’s commitment to
service includes: home
delivery, openings/closings,
cleaning and maintenance
contracts, liner installation,
pool inspections and, of
course, pool installation.
*VII[EXIVXIWXMRKERHE
full line of Haviland pool
and spa chemicals are
available at Tucker Backyard
Pools and Spas. They offer
home delivery of chemicals
which ties into Ben Tucker’s
philosophy of customer
service; making customers
happy.
Tucker Backyard Pools and
7TEWGEREPWSKIX½PXIVWERH
parts. Ben Tucker said,“I
can get just about any pool
related item you need.”
Whether you are looking
for pool noodles, chemicals,
or a new pool Tucker
Backyard Pools and Spas
is the right choice for you.
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRKSXS
www.tuckerbackyard.com T

3RISJXLI½VWXHIGMWMSRW
novice gardeners must make
is which crops to grow.
This will help determine
how much land you will
need and which supplies
or soil amendments will be
necessary. According to The
3PH*EVQIV´W%PQEREGE
common error for beginners
is planting too much and
more than anyone could
ever consume, so it’s best to
start small and be proud of
that small garden.
Plants such as peppers,
squash and tomatoes produce throughout the season,
so you may not need many
plants to provide for your
needs.

Locate your garden in an
area that gets adequate sun.
Many vegetables need between six and eight hours of
sunlight per day. Vegetables
and fruit also need plenty
of water because they’re
not very drought-tolerant,
so keep gardens close to a
water source.

as manure or compost.
Apply mulch after planting
to help maintain moisture
levels in the soil.

Soil preparation is also
key.Till the soil and remove
debris like rocks, sticks and
hard clumps of dirt.Work
with organic material, such

It’s easy to get a garden
started and enjoy fresh food
for many months to come.T

Plant the tallest crops at
the rear of your garden bed.
Work forward with shorter
crops.Try to leave a foot
or more between planting
rows.
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Field Of Honor
By Al Dorantes
It used to be called
Decoration Day. The last
Monday in May was set
aside to remember fallen
soldiers from the civil
war. Since its inception
MXLEWFIGSQIERSJ½GMEP
holiday and is now known
as Memorial Day. That is
why, as May comes to an
end, veteran groups and
other civic organizations
spend time decorating the
graves, memorials, and parks
dedicated to our deceased
veterans.

WWII veteran, Bud Sorensen
places a flag while
Bill Thompson watches for
accuracy.

On Saturday, May 23 at 9
am at Oak Hill Cemetery
in Herkimer, NY a group
of volunteers led by the
Herkimer Veterans Council
will mark out and plant a
½IPHSJ¾EKWXSLSRSVXLI
JEPPIR %PQSWX¾EKW
will be placed in precise
rows. A sign emblazoned
with the emblems of
the different branches of
military service and the
words, “Remember Our
Veterans” will be situated

EXXLIXSTSJXLI½IPHSJ
¾EKW 8MQ8YFMETVIWMHIRXSJ
Herkimer Veterans Council
said,“When the community
comes together to honor
all veterans it’s almost an
indescribable feeling.You see
the sincerity in their eyes,
feel their gratitude in a hand
shake, and hear it in their
voices. It makes you stand
a little taller and you feel
proud and you are thankful.”
Years ago the Herkimer
Veterans Council decided to
switch their Memorial Day
display from their traditional
TPEGMRKSJ¾EKWSRKVEZIW
XSXLI½IPHSJ¾EKW 8LI
change was two part. First,
XLI][MPPTPEGI¾EKWMR
Oak Hill Cemetery, 100 in
Calvary Cemetery, and 50
at a memorial on Mohawk
Street versus 1500 – 1600 if
they marked the graves with
¾EKW %RHXLEXRYQFIVMW
just at Oak Hill and Calvary
Cemeteries. One of the
HMJ½GYPXMIW[MXLTPEGMRK¾EKW
on individual graves is that
as the members get older
and older and as they pass

the knowledge of whom
exactly is a veteran passes
with them. This makes
marking all veteran’s graves
problematic.
Another reason for the
switch is sheer cost. It can
be daunting for a group
like the Veterans Council
that relies on donations, to
TYVGLEWIRI[¾EKWIZIV]
year. Tim Tubia said,“We
were lucky to be able to
TYVGLEWIXLI¾EKWJSVNYWX
YRHIVTIV¾EKTPYW
shipping. This year we spent
$1300 -$1400 and we only
bought 8 gross”
The Department of
Veterans Affairs estimated
that in 2011, 670 American
World War II veterans
died every day.The average
age for a WWII veteran
is approximately 92 years.
Korean War veterans are
estimated to be 69 years
old and the average Vietnam
veterans will clock in at
youthful 65 years old. The
men and women putting
SYX¾EKWERHFYRXMRKWEVI
getting older and older.
Somehow, America needs
to get our young people
involved. Get your kids, get
your grandchildren, out to
these events. The veterans
will appreciate your help
and together we can keep
decorating.
Volunteers and
participation will be key
in keeping Memorial Day
and things like Herkimer’s
½IPHSJ¾EKWKSMRK %WSYV
veterans age they will need
to rely on us the same
way we relied on them to
protect our freedom. If you

Flags eye view. A sign emblazoned with the emblems of the different
branches of military service and the words,
“Remember Our Veterans” will be situated
at the top of the field of flags.
have a Boy Scout troop, Girl
Scout troop, organization, or
just a group of friends please
contact your local VFW,
American Legion, or other
veteran organization and
become involved. Get out
there and help our veterans.
2I\XXMQI]SYWIIE½IPH
SJ¾EKWSVEWQEPPZIVWMSR
SJ3PH+PSV]¾YXXIVMRK
beside a headstone take a
moment, a quiet moment,

ERHVIQIQFIVXLIWEGVM½GI
that soldiers and veterans
have made for our freedom.
Say a little prayer for the
men and women who are
serving and protecting our
country right now. Then,
take another second to
consider the people who
continue to decorate the
graves, memorials, and parks
for our fallen.T
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Preowned items can be good for the environment
QIRXGPEWWMG[EVHVSFITMIGIWMWGSWXIJJIGXMZIERHFIRI½GMEPXSXLIIRZMVSRQIRX-J]SYVIKYPEVP]WLSTGSRWMKRQIRX
+EVEKIWEPIWXEKWEPIW]EVHWEPIWERH¾IEQEVOIXWEVIKVIEX WXSVIW]SYGERHIZIPSTEVETTSVX[MXLXLIWLSTOIITIV[LS
TPEGIWXS½RHTVIS[RIHMXIQW1IRERH[SQIR[LSEVI
QE]EPIVX]SY[LIRRI[MXIQWEVIEZEMPEFPI
both bargain- and eco-conscious can organize their own
RIMKLFSVLSSHWEPIW[LIVIWIZIVEPLSYWIWEVSYRHXLIRIMKL%VVERKITVMZEXIW[ETW
FSVLSSHTSSPXLIMVMXIQWJSVSRIPEVKIWEPI&EVKEMRLYRXIVW
can then peruse the collected merchandise and feel good
1ER]TISTPI½RHMXEHZERXEKISYWXSLSWXXLIMVS[RW[ETW
ORS[MRKXLIMVTYVGLEWIWEVIFIRI½XXMRKXLIIRZMVSRQIRX
SJGPSXLMRKERHSXLIVMXIQWEQSRKJVMIRHWSVRIMKLFSVW4EVIRXWSJWGLSSPEKIHGLMPHVIR½RHXLEXWLEVMRKGPSXLMRKLIPTW
7GSYXPSGEPKEVEKIWEPIW
XLIQXSWEZIEKSSHHIEPSJQSRI]7TSVXMRKIUYMTQIRX
SVFMG]GPIWXLIOMHWQE]LEZISYXKVS[RGERFIWLEVIH[MXL
+EVEKIWEPIWEVIERSXLIV[E]XSFEVKEMRLYRXERHFIRI½X
TEVIRXWSJ]SYRKIVGLMPHVIR
XLIIRZMVSRQIRXEXXLIWEQIXMQI;LSORS[W[LEXXVIEWYVIW]SYQE]FIEFPIXS½RHEXRIEVF]KEVEKIWEPIW#;LIR
;LIRTVSTSWMRKEW[ET[MXLJIPPS[TEVIRXWMRUYMVIEW
shopping, set a spending limit and look for certain items you to whether anyone has items that they no longer need or
RIIHWYGLEWEFMG]GPISVJYVRMXYVI=SYQE]FIWYVTVMWIHXS GSYPHFIWIIOMRKXLMRKWXLEX]SYLEZI 4EVIRXWQE]FIER\½RHEUYEPMX]MXIQXLEXGSWXWQYGLPIWWXLEREFVERHRI[
MSYWXSVMHXLIQWIPZIWSJMXIQWSVXEOIMXIQWSJJ]SYVLERHW
WXSVIFSYKLXTVSHYGX
+EVEKIWEPIWTVMZEXIWEPIWGSRWMKRQIRXWXSVIWERHTVMZEXI
7GERPSGEPEHZIVXMWIQIRXW
W[ETWEVIKVIEX[E]WXS½RHTVIS[RIHMXIQW[LMGLMWRSX
SRP]IGSRSQMGEPFYXKSSHJSVXLIIRZMVSRQIRXEW[IPP T
'LYVGLFYPPIXMRWRI[WTETIVGPEWWM½IHEHWERHSRPMRIFYPPIX
boards typically boast a number of items for sale, many of
[LMGLEVIFIMRKWSPHEXEJVEGXMSRSJXLIGSWXSJRI[MXIQW
&IJSVIIQFEVOMRKSRWLSTTMRKXVMTWGLIGOXLIWIEHZIVXMWIments to see if there are any preowned items that meet
]SYVRIIHW
Organize a tag sale

Embracing preowned items can save shoppers money and benefit the
environment.

In addition, there are a number of social media groups that
IREFPIQIQFIVWXSEHZIVXMWIXLIMVMXIQWJSVWEPI3XLIVW
EVIIRGSYVEKIHXSMRUYMVIEFSYXXLIWEPIWERHQEOIXLIMV
S[RSJJIVW8LSYKLMXQMKLXXEOIWSQIIJJSVXMXMWTSWWMFPIXS
KIXFVERHREQIYWIHQIVGLERHMWIJSVPIWW
Visit consignment stores

Purchasing used items may be good for the wallet, but such
TYVGLEWIWEPWSGERFIRI½XXLIIRZMVSRQIRX9WIHMXIQWKS
SRWEPIIZIV]HE][LIXLIVXLI]´VITVIS[RIHGEVWSVYWIH
GPSXLMRK7EZMRKMXIQWJVSQPERH½PPWTVIQEXYVIP]VIHYGIWXLI
RYQFIVSJRI[XLMRKWXLEXRIIHXSFIQERYJEGXYVIHWEZMRK
IRIVK]EW[IPPEWQSRI]

Consignment shops and Goodwill(R) stores are popular
TPEGIWXSFY]TVIS[RIHMXIQW8LIWIWXSVIWXEOIHSREXMSRW
or offer items for sale on consignment, which means once
WSPHXLITIVWSR[LSTVSZMHIHXLIMXIQKIXWETSVXMSRSJ
XLIWEPI

There are so many ways to make the most of used
QIVGLERHMWIERH½RHXLIXLMRKW]SYRIIH,IVIEVIWSQI
[E]WQIRERH[SQIRGSRGIVRIHEFSYXXLIIRZMVSRQIRX
GERPSSOXSTVIS[RIHMXIQWXSFIRI½XXLITPERIXERHXLIMV
TSGOIXFSSOW

;LIRFVS[WMRKXLIVEGOWSJXLIWIWXSVIWMX´WTSWWMFP]XS
HMWGSZIVLMKLIRHMXIQWQM\IHMR[MXLPIWWI\TIRWMZIMXIQW
7LSTTIVWQE]½RHHIWMKRIVLERHFEKWERHGPSXLMRKJSVQYGL
less than they would sell at retail, especially if the pieces are
SRISVX[SWIEWSRWSPH6IP]MRKSRXLIWIWXSVIWXSWYTTPI-

Treasure hunting safety tips for the savvy yard sale shopper
and helmets, may carry certain risks if
HEQEKIHSVYWIH-J]SYEVITPERRMRK
on reselling consumer items, check the
'SRWYQIV4VSHYGX7EJIX]'SQQMWWMSR´W;IFWMXIJSVEKYMHISRXLMRKW
that can and cannot be sold, and for
TVSHYGXVIGEPPW'7%+VSYTEPIEHMRK
GIVXM½GEXMSRERHXIWXMRKSVKERM^EXMSR
offers these safety tips for yard sale
WLSTTIVW
7IGSRHLERHMXIQW

17 7YQQIVMWLIVIERHKEVEKI
WEPIWERH¾IEQEVOIXWEFSYRH&YX
as you search for that perfect treaWYVIFIWYVIXSOIITWEJIX]MRQMRH
7IGSRHLERHMXIQWIWTIGMEPP]IPIGtronics, building supplies, appliances

%ZSMHIPIGXVMGEPSVKEWTVSHYGXWMJE
PEFIPJVSQEVIGSKRM^IHGIVXM½GEXMSR
SVKERM^EXMSRWYGLEW'7%+VSYT
MWQMWWMRK0SSOGPSWIP]EXXLIQEVO
to ensure it matches the design and
GSPSYVSJGIVXM½GEXMSRQEVOWJVSQXLI
same organization on other similar
TVSHYGXW

XLITPYK
%ZSMHTYVGLEWMRKYWIHFMG]GPI
hockey or construction helmets, as you
HSR´XORS[XLIMVLMWXSV]SV[LEXHEQEKIQE]FILMHHIRJVSQTPEMRZMI[
Counterfeit or illegal goods
'SYRXIVJIMXIVWSJXIRYWI¾IEQEVOIXW
XSTIHHPIJEOIKSSHW4EGOEKMRKSR
counterfeits is often poorly designed or
LEWSRP]TEVXMEPMPPYWXVEXMSRW1MWWTIPPMRKW
and unclear printing on products and
labels may be another indicator of a
JEOITVSHYGX
&VERHREQIGSQTERMIW[ERX]SYXS
ORS[[LSWITVSHYGX]SY´VIFY]MRK
WSPSSOJSVEVIGSKRM^IHREQI %PWS
look for return addresses or company
GSRXEGXMRJSVQEXMSRSRTEGOEKIW

'LIGO[MVMRKERHI\XIRWMSRGSVHW
JSV[IEVERHHEQEKI-RTEVXMGYPEVPSSO 'LIGOXLI±PSSOERHJIIP²SJKSSHW
for worn insulation and splices on the
Fake products often seem light and
GSVHERHPSSWISVI\TSWIHTEVXWSR
¾MQW] T
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How to choose a marina for your boat
Taking to the seas on a
boat is a recreational activity
enjoyed by thousands of
people. Boat owners who
are not able to keep their
vessels on their properties
due to proximity to water
or space constraints must
seek out a marina in which
to moor their boats for the
duration of the season.
There are hundreds of
marinas from which to

choose, and in coastal cities
and towns you may be facMRKWSQIHMJ½GYPXHIGMWMSRW
However, keep in mind that
not all marinas will be able
to offer the same level of
services and amenities. Boat
owners must also consider cost when choosing a
marina. It is important to
weigh your marina options
carefully because once the
decision has been made you
often have to commit to a

certain term of housing your
boat there.
Certain features available
at marinas will help dictate
which places will make for a
good match.

Some marinas offer electrical hookups as part of the
monthly fee. Others may
have it available as pay-peruse. It is important to have a
list of amenities available so
you can narrow down your
options.

Size and type of boat
Is the area safe?
First and foremost, your
marina options will be
narrowed down by the
type of boat that you own.
Certain boatyards are simply
not able to accommodate
larger ships, while others
are customized to certain
vessels, like pontoon boats
or sailboats. Knowing the
limitations of the marina
beforehand can help narrow
down your options.
Electricity and water supply
Many boat owners would
like a steady supply of
electricity and fresh water
available at their slip to
charge components and
also to make cleanup easier
after a day on the water.

A boat is not a cheap
investment. Because you
spend quite a lot on the
initial purchase and maintenance, you want to ensure
your boat will be safe while
it’s docked. Find out how
easy it is to get inside of
the marina and if there are
security personnel patrolling.
Safety is not restricted to
whether the boat can be
vandalized or the marina can
be accessed. It also involves
how the vessel is protected
from the weather. Make sure
that the marina is in a wind
and wave protected area.
Check out the actual slip
you can rent and ask about
tide variations.Verify how
water levels vary based on

the time of day and year so
you’re ensured your boat
will not get grounded.
Location
Most boat owners would
like a marina that is close to
home or a rental property.
After all, traveling hours to
arrive at the shore may neKEXIXLIFIRI½XWSJLEZMRKE
boat. How often the boat is
in use and the availability of
marinas nearby will dictate
your decision, as will how
easily you will have access
to the routes you want to
explore on your boat.
Noise level
Many people take to their
boats to get away from the
hustle and bustle for a while.
Others prefer the sense
of camaraderie they share
with fellow boaters. Find out
whether social gatherings or
parties are allowed within
the marina to judge if a
marina will offer peace and
quiet or the social hot spot

you desire.
Dry docking
When the season is over,
boat owners prefer to take
their boats out of water.
Does the marina offer facilities to overwinter vessels
on the same property? Are
there maintenance facilities
also available to ready the
boat for the season? These
are other questions to
consider.
Other facilities
Some marinas have everything from a fueling station
to a club house.The marina
may offer a snack bar or
cafe with a WiFi signal. Each
of these amenities will affect
the price, so it is best to
know what you absolutely
need and what is merely a
luxury.
Having a safe place to store
your boat is a necessity, but
marinas are not all one and
the same. T

Safeguard yourself
Summertime ailments and accidents
Summer is often marked
by vacations, recreational
events and relaxing moments spent by the pool or
on the beach. But when the
weather heats up, so can

potential health hazards that
can ruin all of the fun.The
following are some of the
more common summertime ailments and how to
avoid them.

· Lawn and
garden injuries: Lawn and
garden injuries
may not be
common, but
men, women
and children
should exercise
caution when
using lawn and garden
equipment. Wear protective
shoes and gloves and safety
goggles. Remember to turn
off any motorized tools
before attempting to repair
or unclog the blades.
· Swimmer’s ear:Water
that remains in the ear canal
after swimming can make
the ear a breeding ground
for swimmer’s ear, which
is a bacterial infection. If
water remains in your ear
for more than one night,
visit an ear, nose and throat
specialist.
· Insect bites and stings:
Insects return when temperatures rise. Mosquitoes
may be the biggest nuisance,
FYXFMXMRK¾MIWERH[EWTW
also make formidable foes.
Use insect repellent to keep
the bugs away.Wear long

pants and check for ticks
after hiking.
· Boating accidents: Many
boating accidents can be
attributed to inexperience
with the vessel and failure to take proper safety
precautions on the water.
Make sure everyone on the
boat wears a life jacket, and
follow proper boating protocol throughout your trip.
· Dehydration:The body
needs extra water on hot
days, especially when spending ample time outdoors.
Dehydration can cause
dizziness and dry mouth
and may make you feel
faint. Always drink plenty of
water and avoid alcoholic
beverages and soft drinks,
which can contribute to dehydration when consumed
in excess.T
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Announcements
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.

Lawn & Garden

classified@leepub.com
Real Estate For Sale

A

Real Estate For Sale

VALLEY LAWN SERVICE.
Mowing, shrub trimming,
mulch and clean-ups. Fully
insured, free estimates. 315894-4331.

is
a
Thousand

Report any errors to 800836-2888

# # # # #
ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $100 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
For Rent
183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.
APARTMENT FOR RENT:
615, 617 North Main Street,
Herkimer. 2 bedrooms, livingroom, dining room, stove and
refrigerator included. Clean,
excellent location. 315-8944351

LAWN CARE SERVICE. Reasonable rates. Dependable.
315-982-1931

It’s easy & economical to
add a picture to your ad!

For
Information
Call

Legal Services
BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

800-836-2888

Real Estate For Sale
LAND ADIRONDACKS: Camp
Whitetail, 65 acres, Little
Beaver Lodge, 55 acres.
Great setting for your home or
camp. Property has it all.
Large beaver ponds, woods,
fields, streams. Abundant
wildlife.
Snowmobile/ATV
trails. Town road with electric.
30 minutes to Old forge or
Utica. Asking $89,900 and
$79,900. Koehler RE 315891-3254
FAIRFIELD,NY: 5 acre building lots set on 235 acres.
Ponds, views, snowmibile/
ATV trails. Private community.
(4) lots remaining starting at
$16,900. Koehler R.E. 315891-3254

CLIP & SEND

DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888
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$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
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OR CALL

COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60
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21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
31 words - $5.70

JACK’S HANDYMAN SERVICE: Doing odd jobs of all
kinds since 2004. Free estimates. 315-725-1133

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
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MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
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“When you can’t make them see the light, make
them feel the heat.” — Ronald Reagan
ANSWERS

EDITOR

“

Teaching kids to swim

The art of being happy lies in the power of
extracting happiness from common things.

Reduce the risk of drowning
HVIRYRHIVXLIEKISJ
Although swimming can
FIHERKIVSYWI\TIVXWMR
TIHMEXVMGERHEHSPIWGIRX
QIHMGMRIEJ½VQXLEXTEVXMGipation in formal swimming
PIWWSRWGERVIHYGIXLIVMWO
SJHVS[RMRKGSRWMHIVEFP]

Introduce children to water at an early age so they can quickly grow
acclimated to water.
Swimming is a popular
activity once temperatures
heat up. Millions of people
¾SGOXSFIEGLIWXSHMTXLIMV
XSIWMRXLI[EXIVERHWGSVIW
QSVIWTIRHEJXIVRSSRW
I\TPSVMRKXLIHITXLWSJ
FEGO]EVHTSSPW
9TSRFIMRKMRXVSHYGIHXS
the water, younger chil-

HVIRQE]FIWSQI[LEX
apprehensive, as swimming
MRTSSPWSVSGIERWGERFI
MRXMQMHEXMRKXS]SYRKWXIVW
4EVIRXWWLSYPHI\IVGMWI
extreme caution when
XIEGLMRKOMHWXSW[MQEWXLI
Centers for Disease Control
ERH4VIZIRXMSRRSXIWXLEX
QSVIXLERSRIMR½ZIJEXEP
HVS[RMRKZMGXMQWEVIGLMP-

*MVI¾MIWEVISJXIRWIIRPMKLXMRKYTXLI
RMKLXWO]SR[EVQIZIRMRKW8LI]EVI
TEVXMGYPEVP]EFYRHERXHYVMRK
the summer months. One
VIEWSRXLEX½VI¾MIWKPS[MW
to attract mates. Males
[MPP¾EWLERHJIQEPIW
[MPPVIWTSRH
to mates they
½RHMRXIVIWXMRK
*MVI¾MIWEPWSQE]
KPS[XSEZSMH
TVIHEXSVW8LIPYciferase enzyme in
½VI¾]GIPPWGEYWIW
a chemical reaction
that stimulates light, a
TLIRSQIRSRGEPPIHFMSPYQMRIWGIRGI*MVI¾MIWEVI½PPIH
[MXLPYGMFYJEKMRWETSSVXEWXMRKGLIQMGEP
XLEXXYVRWSJJTVIHEXSVWJVSQEXXEGOMRK

to feeling the water on his
SVLIVFSH]ERHJEGI/MHW
GERWMX[MXLEHYPXWSRTSSP
steps or retrieve toys from
[MXLMRVIEGL %REHYPXEP[E]W
WLSYPHFIRIEVF]

ø;EMXFIJSVIWYFQIVKMRK
OMHW8LI%QIVMGER6IH
Cross says to wait until a
'LMPHVIR[LSWITEVIRXW
GLMPHMWEVSYRHEKIXLVIIFIW[MQQE]FIIEKIVXSNSMR
JSVIWYFQIVKMRKLMQSVLIV
QSQERHHEHMRXLITSSP
YRHIVXLI[EXIV=SYRKOMHW
The following are some tips
can swallow a lot of water,
for parents as they start to
[LMGLGERFIHERKIVSYW
HIZIPSTETPERXSXIEGLXLIMV Sputtering water also may
OMHWXSW[MQ
XYVREGLMPHSJJXSW[MQQMRK
completely.
ø;EMXYRXMPXLIGLMPHMW
HIZIPSTQIRXEPP]VIEH]8LI
· Begin in calm water.The
American Association of
STIRSGIERGERFIHEYRXMRK
4IHMEXVMGWVIGSQQIRHWXLEX IZIRXSEHYPXW7SMXQMKLX
parents wait until after a
FIFIXXIVXSFIKMRW[MQGLMPH´WJSYVXLFMVXLHE]XS
QMRKPIWWSRWMREGEPQFSH]
teach them how to swim.
SJ[EXIVWYGLEWEPEOISV
8LMWMW[LIRGLMPHVIRLEZI
pool.
HIZIPSTIHIRSYKLXS
YRHIVWXERHGSQQERHWERH
· Invest in formal swimming
LEZIXLIQSXSVWOMPWVIlessons. Parental perceptions
UYMVIHJSVW[MQQMRK %XXLMW ERHER\MIXMIWQE]MRXIVJIVI
point, parents can register
[MXLTEVIRXW´EFMPMXMIWXS
GLMPHVIRJSVW[MQQMRKPIWTVSTIVP]XIEGLXLIMVGLMPHVIR
WSRW[MXLXVEMRIHMRWXVYGXSVW how to swim.Therefore,
LMVIXLMVHTEVX]TVSJIWWMSREP
ø-RXVSHYGITPE]MRKMRXLI
MRWXVYGXSVWXSXIEGLOMHWXS
water early on. Parents
W[MQ8LI6IH'VSWWGER
WLSYPHQEOIWYVIXLIMV
put you in touch with cerGLMPHVIRKVS[EGGYWXSQIH
XM½IHW[MQQMRKMRWXVYGXSVW
to playing in the water.
[LSEPWSEVIORS[PIHKIEFPI
1ER]OMHWWXEVXXSPMOIXLI
MR½VWXEMH
[EXIVEVSYRHXLIXMQIXLI]
FIGSQIXSHHPIVW[LIR
%WGLMPHVIRFIGSQIQSVI
FEXLMRKMRXVSHYGIWXLIQXS
GSR½HIRXMRXLI[EXIVXLI]
WTPEWLMRKERHFSFFMRKXS]W
can practice swimming
Use these opportunities to
WXVSOIWERHWYFQIVKMRK
XEOI]SYVGLMPHMRXSXLI[EXLIQWIPZIWJSVYRHIV[EXIV
ter, so he or she acclimates
swimming. T

Did you know?
XLIFPMROMRKFYK7SQI½VI¾MIWGERRSX
PMKLXYTEXEPPERHYWITLIVSQSRIWXSEXXVEGXQEXIW*MVI¾MIWGERFIJYRXS
GEXGLERHVIPIEWIERHEPWS
FIRI½GMEPXSLEZIEVSYRH
-RXLIPEVZEPWXEKI½VI¾MIW[MPPIEXHIWXVYGXMZI
MRWIGXW %HYPX½VI¾MIW
QE]JIIHSRRIGXEVERHGSYPHLIPT
to pollinate plants.
Despite their name,
½VI¾MIWEVIR´XVIEPP]
¾MIW8LI]EGXYEPP]EVIE
X]TISJFIIXPI*MVI¾MIWEVI
HMJ½GYPXXSWTSXHYVMRKXLI
HE]FIGEYWIXLI]´VISJXIRVIWXMRKSRPIEZIWSVTPERXW-X´W
SRP]EXRMKLX[LIRXLIMVFVMPPMERX
light show comes alive. T
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Two Winners

$100 Contest Winner

You could be the next lucky reader

Many more to come
We kicked off our contest,
which allows our readers
to enter to win $100 cash
[MXLXLI½VWXMWWYISJXLMW
month, and are very excited
about the participation we
are seeing from our entire
readership area! We have
had participation from New
Hartford, Whitesboro, Ava,
Canajoharie, Sharon Springs,
6MGL½IPH7TVMRKW9XMGE
Clinton, Rome, Newport,
Remsen, Frankfort, Little
Falls, Forest Port, Oneida,
Cold Brook, Boonville, Sherrill, Herkimer, Marcy,West
)HQIWXSR;IWX;MR½IPH
Hamilton, Cazenovia, New
York Mills,Yorkville, Oriskany,
Westernville, Ilion, Stittville,
Camden, Old Forge and
even one from NYC who
was up getting the family

camp ready for the season!
We are asking questions
about what you like most
about your EDITOR and we
have answers such as,“all
the interesting articles”,“the
ads, we like to see what is
going on locally”, which as
the editor, makes me very
happy. I like knowing I am
on track! We also ask where
you typically pick up your
copy and once again, I am
thrilled to hear that so many
of our drop spots are being
utilized out there. It is such a
pleasure hearing how easy it
MWXS½RHEGST]SJ)(-836
a very big goal of ours was
to make sure that you, as
our faithful readers, always
could grab your copy easily
and conveniently. I guess I

am kind of using this contest
as my report card and I am
very happy to share my
good grades with you all!
Thank you for your continued support!

Contest Rules
on this page...
You Could Win
the Next $100!
A brand new feature we
are hoping to kick off in the
very near future is to add
engagement and wedding
announcements as well as
other milestones worth
celebrating and sharing with
our readers. From a special
anniversary to a job promotion or any other news you

want to share, we welcome
your submissions. Please do
keep in mind that not all
photos will be publication
friendly.These are a few of
XLIXLMRKWXLEX[IGER´X½\
and that will probably cause
your submitted announcement not to run: blurry out
of focus photos, very dark
photos, being too far away
from the people so that
no faces are recognizable,
TLSXSW[MXL½PXIVWEPVIEH]
put on them, photos with
chopped off heads or
photos that are not “family
friendly”. Since the whole
point of these announcements is to show local faces,
if your photo doesn’t meet
publication standards, we
will not be able to publish
your announcement. Please
submit these, preferably by
email, to janet.leepub@gmail.
com. Mail them to Janet Lee
Stanley, EDITOR, 219 N
Prospect Street, Herkimer,
NY 13350 or stop by and
HVSTXLIQSJJXSSYVSJ½GI
The $100 Cash Contest
rules and this edition’s clue
GERFIJSYRHSRXLMWTEKI
good luck… I hope to be
taking your picture for our
next issue!
Janet Lee Stanley, Editor

$100
CASH

Joseph LaBate of Little Falls, NY was our second
lucky winner in our Reader Contest! Joe was randomly chosen from our many entries and received $100
cash from EDITOR magazine.The correct answer for
this issue was found on page 23 in the article Animal
Aeration written by Troy Bishopp.We will he giving
away $100 in each and every issue so keep your eyes
open.The new contest requirements are listed in the
ad accompanying this announcement. Drawing will be
held at 4pm on Wednesday May 27th! You could be
the next lucky winner.
Joe told me he grabbed his copy of EDITOR at the
Fastrac in Mohawk. Joe says,“There’s always a lot of
interesting articles and I often learn something. I also
enjoy seeing the dishes prepared by area restaurants,
they make my mouth water!”
Joe shared that he enjoys the magazine and looks
forward to it.Thank you, Joe, for beinga a dedicated
reader! T

THIS ISSUE CLUE:
Find the following phrase:
“I don’t know for sure, but
I believe Walter was given
this...”
Drawing May 27, 4pm

A Winner Chosen Each and Every Issue!!
email: editor.leepub@gmail.com
OR call our office at 315-985-9137 with your
1-Name, Address, and Phone Number
2-The page number you find the answer on
3-The name of the article you found it in
4-The author of that article....
a random drawing will be held of all correct
entries and ONE lucky reader will win $100*!!!

ED ITOR
Just Good Reading.com

*Must be at least 18 years of age to participate.
MUST BE WILLING TO HAVE YOUR PHOTO TAKEN FOR THE NEXT ISSUE
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PELLET
SALE!
Now - Thru

May 22nd 2015

239
Per Ton

$
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